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ABSTRACT 
 
Galuh Wulandari. 123221115. A Study on Vocabulary Teaching Techniques at 
Seventh Grade of SMP N 1 Cepogo Boyolali in Academic Year 2015/206. Thesis. 
2016. English Education Department, Islamic Education and Teacher Training 
Faculty, IAIN Surakarta. 
 
Advisor : Dr. Imroatus Solikhah, M.Pd  
Keyword : Technique of teaching vocabulary, SMPN 1 Cepogo Boyolali, 
Descriptive Qualitative 
 
The research has two objectives, they are: (1) to describe kind of 
techniques used by the teacher in teaching English vocabulary to the Seventh 
Grade students of SMP N 1 Cepogo Boyolali and (2) to describe the students‟ 
response about techniques used by the teacher in teaching English vocabulary to 
the Seventh Grade students of SMP N 1 Cepogo Boyolali in academic year 
2015/2016.  
The research uses Descriptive Qualitative Research. This research was 
conducted from October 14
th
 up to October 29
th
 2016. The subjects of this 
research were English teacher of SMP N 1 Cepogo all the seventh grade students‟ 
of SMPN 1 Cepogo Boyolali in academic year of 2015/2016. The researcher used 
VII B, C, D and G in doing observation. The researcher had two meetings for each 
class in conducting the research. The research instruments used to collect the data 
are observation, interview and questionnaire. This research used methodological 
triangulation to get an appropriate data in order that the result of the study is 
credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirm ability 
The research findings show that the English teacher used five techniques 
in teaching vocabulary. There are Eliciting, Translation, Etymology, Using 
illustration and picture and flash card. The teacher uses those techniques to 
improve students‟ vocabulary mastery. The teacher can give the material clearly 
to the student by using those techniques. Based on the questionnaire, the students 
feel enthusiast and interest with the teacher techniques during teaching learning 
process. The findings shows that the students who are very agree (SS) was 24%, 
agree (S) was 67%, disagree (TS) 8%, and very disagree (STS) 1%. It can be seen 
if they enjoy teaching learning process.  
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ABSTRAK 
 
Galuh Wulandari. 123221115. Sebuah Studi Teknik Kosakata Mengajar di Kelas 
VII SMP N 1 Cepogo Boyolali Tahun Akademik 2015/206. Tesis. 2016. Bahasa 
Departemen Pendidikan, Pendidikan Islam dan Pelatihan Fakultas Guru, IAIN 
Surakarta. 
 
 
Advisor : Dr. Imroatus Solikhah, M.Pd 
Kata Kunci : Teknik pengajaran kosakata, SMPN 1 Cepogo Boyolali, 
Deskriptif Kualitatif 
 
Penelitian ini memiliki dua tujuan, yaitu: (1) untuk menjelaskan jenis teknik yang 
digunakan oleh guru dalam mengajar kosakata bahasa Inggris untuk siswa kelas 
VII SMP N 1 Cepogo Boyolali dan (2) untuk menggambarkan respon siswa 
tentang teknik yang digunakan oleh guru dalam mengajar kosakata bahasa Inggris 
untuk siswa kelas VII SMP N 1 Cepogo Boyolali pada tahun akademik 
2015/2016. 
 
Penelitian ini menggunakan deskriptif Penelitian Kualitatif. Penelitian ini 
dilakukan dari tanggal 14 Oktober sampai dengan 29 Oktober 2016. Subyek 
penelitian ini adalah guru bahasa Inggris dari SMP N 1 Cepogo semua tujuh siswa 
kelas SMPN 1 Cepogo Boyolali pada tahun akademik 2015/2016. peneliti 
menggunakan VII B, C, D dan G dalam melakukan observasi. Peneliti memiliki 
dua pertemuan untuk masing-masing kelas dalam melakukan penelitian. 
instrumen penelitian yang digunakan untuk mengumpulkan data adalah observasi, 
wawancara dan kuesioner. Penelitian ini menggunakan metodologi triangulasi 
untuk mendapatkan data yang tepat agar hasil dari penelitian ini adalah 
kredibilitas, transferabilitas, dependabilitas, dan kemampuan mengkonfirmasi. 
 
Temuan penelitian menunjukkan bahwa guru bahasa Inggris yang digunakan lima 
teknik dalam mengajar kosakata. Ada memunculkan, Terjemahan, Etimologi, 
menggunakan ilustrasi dan gambar dan kartu flash. Guru menggunakan teknik 
tersebut untuk meningkatkan siswa penguasaan kosakata. Guru dapat memberikan 
materi jelas kepada siswa dengan menggunakan teknik tersebut. Berdasarkan 
kuesioner, siswa merasa antusias dan bunga dengan teknik guru selama mengajar 
proses pembelajaran. Temuan menunjukkan bahwa siswa yang sangat setuju (SS) 
adalah 24%, setuju (S) adalah 67%, tidak setuju (TS) 8%, dan sangat tidak setuju 
(STS) 1%. Hal ini dapat dilihat jika mereka menikmati proses belajar mengajar. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Study 
A language is a meaningful way for communication 
(Soekemi,1995:4). It means that a language is sounds, which is produced, 
connected between the kinds of sounds the speakers of a language make and 
their culture. English is very important language because it is used in almost 
all areas of life, such as collage, government, business, tourism, entertainment, 
and others. Due to its importance, English language becomes the first foreign 
language that is taught in earlier stage since the early 90‟s. Because of the 
development in our world, Indonesians are demanded to be able to 
communicate in English, students need to master vocabulary. According to 
Hedge (2000:03), in learning a foreign language, vocabulary plays an 
important role. It is one of the most important aspects of the foreign language 
learning. Rich vocabulary helps people to understand and learn new words. 
Therefore, in junior high school learning English is very important because it 
helps students to communicate with society around the world. In mastering 
English, the junior high school students are given four basic skills of English. 
There are listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills. And to support for 
those language skills, it is needed language component that is vocabulary. 
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Vocabulary as one of the important aspect of English language will 
make the students easy to communicate to each other and master other aspects 
of language (Jack and Willy, 2002:225). As we have known that in the 
English curriculum junior high school  have to master vocabulary at least 1500 
words and to develop pupil‟s  vocabulary. The teacher must have teaching 
technique so they can receive English easily, however the students must 
develop vocabulary themselves too. Actually, vocabulary is the foundation to 
learn English and vocabulary is one of the component of language, their is no 
language without vocabulary. 
Vocabulary in English as a foreign language is taugth at school for the 
purpose providing the students the four language skill, they are listening, 
speaking, reading and writing. Some general statements say that techniques of 
teaching reading comprehension and other (Mujiono, 1993:31). 
This study mainly concerns with the techniques of teaching English 
Vocabulary at junior hight school. Moreover, the role of the teacher‟s 
competence of mastering the various techniques is very important to make the  
students to be able to do or achieve the aim of the instructional progam on 
mastering vocabulary. Ur (1996:120) states that it is  better to teach 
vocabulary in separated, spaced sessions than to teach it all at onces. The 
researcher may say that vocabulary is the important elements of language and 
it should be taugth effectively. The teacher must have both theoretical and 
knowledge about subject matter to do it effectivelly. That theoretical are 
cognitive theory and creative construction theory. Ryan and Cooper (1984: 
302) states that to do this effectively the teacher must have theoretical, 
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knowledge about learning human behavior and knowledge about subject 
matter be taugth. 
SMP N 1 Cepogo is one of the schools in Cepogo, Boyolali. The 
location of SMP N 1 Cepogo is on Jalan Mliwis Cepogo Boyolali. That school 
is large with the large parking area and yard. It has many facilities such as 
mosque, guidance counseling,  laboratory computer, UKS, laboratory IPA, 
laboratory music, and other facilities that can support the students in teaching 
learning process. The researcher chooses SMPN 1 Cepogo Boyolali as her 
research place because this school is one of good schools in Boyolali. It can be 
seen from its accreditation. The accreditation of this school is A. It can be 
conclude that SMPN 1 Cepogo Boyolali has a good quality as same as its 
students. This school also has many achievements both in academic subject 
and non-academic subject. Those achievements have relationship with good 
teachers‟ teaching technique during teaching process in the classroom. From 
those reason, the researcher is curious to do research about vocabulary 
teaching technique of the teacher especially in seventh grade. 
Based on observation, the students of SMP N 1 Cepogo are interested 
in learning English. They are interested during teaching learning process in 
English class because the English teacher is friendly and warm with all of the 
students. Both English teacher and the students could create good environment 
during teaching learning process. Beside that, the teacher also had some 
technique that makes the students pay attention in her class. There are 
Eliciting, Translation, Etymology, Using illustration and picture, and Flash 
card. In this research, the researcher only focuses on seventh grade students. 
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There are seventh classes in seventh grade. The researcher choose seventh 
grade because the teacher more focus to enrich the vocabularies before get 
more complex materials in Eight and Ninth grade. However, the researcher 
only took 4 classes. There are VII B, VII C, VII D, and VII G. The researcher 
chooses those classes because from the suggestion of English teacher. The 
English teacher suggested to chose those classes because the students of class 
B, C, D and G active and have good self-control. Therefore, they can join the 
class better than the other classes. They are more focus in learning process that 
makes teaching learning process running well in the class. The reason of 
choosing teaching vocabularies because vocabulary is one of the important 
things in mastering English. Without vocabularies, the students could not 
master English well. Therefore, they can not learn about 4 skills of English 
such as Listening, Speaking, Reading, and Writing. 
Yunita Natalia Dwi Wibowoati is one of the researchers who 
interested in researching techniques of teaching vocabulary. She conducted the 
research in 2012. Her study entitled “Teacher Techniques in Teaching 
Vocabulary for the First Graders of Laboratorium Elementary School 
Salatiga”. In this study, the reseacher discussed about some techniques used 
by teacher in teaching vocabulary. The aim of this study was to teach 
vocabulary especially to unify the concept of materials which are being learnt 
by the students. The result of this study showed that there were nine teaching 
techniques in teaching vocabulary used by English teacher. Those techniques 
were translation of a literary passage, fill in the blank, dictation, repetition 
drills, question and answer drills, role play, creative adaptation, authentic 
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material and picture strip story. The similarity of this research with this study 
is focus on analyzing techniques of teaching vocabulary. The difference of this 
research with the study is the object of the research. This research was focused 
in teaching vocabulary of the first grade laboratorium elementary student, 
while this study was focused on seventh grade students of SMPN 1 Cepogo 
Boyolali. 
The next previous study was performed by Muhammad Ervan  
Nugroho  is one of the researchers who interested in researching techniques of 
teaching vocabulary. Her study entitled “Teaching English Vocabulary to the 
Seventh Grade Students of SMP Muhammadiyah 5 Surakarta” 2015. In this 
study, the researcher discussed about objective, material, technique, and 
procedure in teaching English Vocabulary. The aim of this study was to teach 
vocabulary especially to unify the concept of materials which are being learnt 
by the students. The result of this study showed that the objective, material, 
technique, and procedure in teaching vocabulary. The similarity of this 
research with this study is focus on analyzing of teaching vocabulary. The 
difference of this research with the study is the subject of the research. This 
research were focused in teaching vocabulary of the teaching English 
vocabulary to the seventh grade students of SMP Muhammadiyah 5 Surakarta, 
while this study were focused on seventh grade students of SMPN 1 Cepogo 
Boyolali. 
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Teachers said that they should be smart to manage the time and chose 
the best technique to teach the students with limited time and many materials 
that should be completed. Based on some reasons above the reseacher takes a 
litle “A STUDY ON VOCABULARY TEACHING TECHNIQUES AT 
SEVENTH GRADE OF SMP N 1 CEPOGO BOYOLALI IN 
ACADEMIC YEAR 2015/2016”. 
 
B. Identification of the Study 
Based on the background of the study, here some a reason why the 
researcher identifies about the teaching vocabulary techniques as follows: 
1. English teacher should have teaching technique to transfer knowledge 
better to the students especially in teaching vocabulary.  
2. Vocabulary teaching techniques should be appropriate with the material 
that will be learnt in the classroom. 
3. Students will be interested and enjoyed in learning English especially 
vocabulary by applying good teaching techniques. 
 
C. Limitation of the Study 
SMP N 1 Cepogo has three teachers in English subject. There are 
Karimah,S.Pd. who teach in seventh grade, Widodo,S.Pd. who teach in eight 
grade, and Ristanto,S.Pd. who teach in ninth grade. In this study, the 
researcher focus on seventh grade students of SMP N 1 Cepogo. The 
researcher limits the study especially on seventh grade class. There are four 
classes included VII B, VII C, VII D, and VII G.  
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D. The Problem Statement 
The researcher intents to investigate the following matters: 
1. What kinds of techniques are used by the teacher in teaching English 
vocabulary to the seventh grade students of SMP N 1 Cepogo Boyolali in 
Academic Year 2015/2016? 
2. How are the students attitude towards the techniques applied by the 
teacher to the seventh grade students of SMP N 1 Cepogo Boyolali in 
Academic Year 2015/2016? 
 
E. The Objective of the Study 
Based on the statement of the problems above,the objective of the study 
are: 
1. To describe kind of techniques used by the teacher in teaching English 
vocabulary to the seventh grade students of SMP N 1 Cepogo Boyolali in 
Academic Year 2015/2016. 
2. To describe the response from the students about this techniques to the 
seventh grade students of SMP N 1 Cepogo Boyolali in Academic Year 
2015/2016. 
 
 
 
F. The Benefit of the Study 
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The result of this research is expected to give benefits both theoretically 
and practically.  
1. The theoretical benefits 
 The result of this research is expected to enrich the theory in 
techniques on   teaching vocabulary, especially in Junior High School.  
2. The practical benefits 
a. For the Students 
The students can improve their ability on vocabulary and more active 
in the teaching learning process.  
b. For the teacher 
This research result can be used as reference for the teacher about her 
performance, so that the teacher can improve her performance in 
teaching during teaching-learning process especially in vocabulary 
techniques. The result of the study will help English teachers to 
improve their skill in teaching vocabulary techniques. It can give 
contribution to the success on teaching learning English at SMP N 1 
Cepogo academic year 2015/2016 related the students in learning 
vocabulary. The teachers can able to select the most appropriate 
strategy to overcome the problem and the student can understand 
easily. 
c. For the school 
This research result can be used as resources in improving teacher‟s 
performance, especially in teaching vocabulary techniques. 
d. For the other researchers 
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This research can be used as references for a similar research and as 
stimulation for other researcher.  
G. Definition of Key Terms 
1. Teaching 
According to Brown (2006:07) teaching is showing or helping 
someone to learn to do something, giving instruction, guiding in the study 
of something, providing with knowledge, causing to know or understand. 
2. Teaching Vocabulary Techniques 
The technique of teaching vocabulary is a procedure or a collection 
way used in the classroom teaching vocabulary (Prasasti, 2004:15). 
3. Seventh grade students of SMP N 1 Cepogo 
The subject of the research is intended in this research refers to the 
seventh grade students of SMP N 1 Cepogo focus on VII F in the 
academic year 2015/2016. 
3. Qualitative research 
According to Moleong (1989:3) qualitative research which yields 
the descriptive data in the form of written or oral words from observing 
people or behavior.  
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CHAPTER II 
 THEORETICAL REVIEW 
A. Theoretical Description 
1) Theory of Vocabulary 
a. Definition of Vocabulary 
The are many definitions of vocabulary that come from 
linguist actually one is not really different from the other. Gairns 
and Redman (1992:46) states that a very basic level of survival in a 
foreign  with vocabulary and a bilingual dictionary. Other opinion 
from Hornby (1992:46) states that Vocabulary means  total number 
of word in a language used by a person. In the case, Webster‟s 
(1982:53) gives better definitions is better. It defines vocabulary as 
“All the words  of a language similarly”. From definitions above, 
the researcher employs vocabulary as her field of study because it 
is regarded as the key in learning language especially English. 
People can express their idea if they have enough vocabularies. On 
the other hand, if some one has very few vocabulary they will get 
difficulties in using English. 
Vocabulary as Words and their Meaning Fineochiaro 
(1989:68) state that Words become meaningful only when studid  
and considered  in context, that is with all the other  surround them 
and helping to give them their meanings. In this items, the 
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researcher tries to describe about the words and their meaning 
focusing on five items: 
a. Polysemy, Homonym 
According to Gairns and Redman (1992:14): 
1. Polisemy:  we use this term to describe a single word from 
with several different but closely related meanings. In 
English, for example: we can talk about the “head” of 
person, and the “head” of pin, on the “head” of an 
organization.  
2. Homonym:  when a single what has several different 
meanings, which are not closely related, we use the term 
homonym example a file/ fail/ may be used for keeping 
papers in, or may be tool for cutting or smoothing hard 
substances. 
b. Synonym, Antonym, Hyponym  
1. Synonym: Items that mean the same, or nearly the same, for 
example: bright, smart, may serve as synonym, of 
intelligent (Ur,1996:62). According to Yule (1987:95) states 
that synonym is two more terms, with very closely related 
meaning which are often, but not always, intersubstitutable 
in sentences.  
2. Antonym: items that mean the opposite, example: rich is 
and antonym of poor (Ur,1996:62). “Antonym is a word of 
opposite meaning (Kustoyo, 1998:28). Hyponym: items that 
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serve as specific example of a general concept: dog, loin, 
mouse are hyponyms of animal. 
 
c. Multi-Word Verb 
Gairn and Redman (1992:33) state that we are using this 
term to describe the large number of English Vocabulary 
consisting of two or sometimes three parts: 
1. A “base” Verb-preposition e.g. look into (investigate), get 
over (recover from) 
2. A “base” Verb and Adverbial particle (Phrasal Verb) e.g. 
break down (collapse), call of (cancel). 
3. A “base” Verb-Adverbial Particle-Preposition e.g. put up 
with (tolerate). 
d. Idiom, Collocation 
An Idiom is a sequence of word which operates as 
single semantic unit and like many multy-words verb the 
meaning of the whole can‟t be deduced from an understanding 
of the parts e.g. never mind, hang on, under the weather etc. 
(Gairns and Redman, 1992:35). 
Collocation according to Ur (1996:61) states that is the 
typical of the particular items are another factor that makes a 
particular combination sound “right” or “wrong” in a given 
context. 
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e. Componential Analysis 
According to Gairns and Redman (1992:40) 
componential analysis is a systematic means of examining 
sense relations. If the researcher takes items from the same 
semantic field (and which therefore have some features it 
common with each other) the researcher can by breaking them 
down into their constituent parts, examine the similarities and 
differences between them.  
Example: Boy = + human + male + child 
            Girl = + human – female + child 
 
b. Kinds of Vocabulary 
  There are two kinds of vocabulary: 
1. Active vocabulary is vocabulary that often used by a person to 
express his idea and sense. Example: cry, laugh, and so on. 
2. Passive vocabulary is vocabulary that often best presents it 
quickly with a simple example. If it is appears as part of a text 
or dialog, we can often leave student to guess the word from 
the context Cristina (1998:43). Gairns and Redman (1992) 
divided vocabulary into two kind‟s namely respective 
vocabulary and productive vocabulary. 
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3. Respective vocabulary means language items, which can only 
recognized and comprehended in the context of reading and 
listening materials. 
4. Productive vocabulary means language items, which the 
learner can recall and use appropriately in speech and writing 
(these term are often called passive and active vocabulary). 
From that opinions shown that actually those vocabularies almost 
the same with active and passive vocabulary. 
Kinds according to Miller (2000:178) there are several different 
types of vocabulary, such as listening vocabulary, speaking vocabulary, 
reading vocabulary, and writing vocabulary. 
a. Listening vocabulary 
Listening vocabulary is all the words that can recognize 
when listening to speech. This vocabulary is aided in size by 
context and tone of voice. 
b. Speaking vocabulary 
Speaking vocabulary is all the words which can use in 
speech. Due to the spontaneous nature of the speaking vocabulary, 
words are often misused. This misused though slight and 
unintentional may be compensated by facial expressions, tone of 
voice, or hand gestures. 
c. Reading vocabulary 
 Reading vocabulary is all the words that can recognize when 
reading. 
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d. Writing vocabulary 
Writing vocabulary is all that words that can employ in 
writing.Nation (2001:11) states that we can distinguish four kinds 
of vocabulary in the text: high-frequency words, academic words, 
technical words, and low-frequency words. 
e. High-frequency words 
There is a small group of high frequency which very 
important because these words cover a very large proportion of the 
running words in spoken and written texts and occur in all kinds of 
uses of the language. 
f. Academic words 
The text is from academic textbook and contains many 
words that are common in different kinds of academic text: policy, 
phase, adjusted, sustained. Typically these words make up about 
9% of the running words in the text.  
g. Technical words 
The text contains some words that are very closely related 
to the topic and subject of the text. These words include 
indigenous, regeneration, pod carp, beech, rimy, and timber. These 
words are reasonably common in this topic area but no so common 
elsewhere. As soon as we see them we know that topic is being 
dealt with. Technical words like this typically cover about 5% of 
the running words in a text. 
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h. Low-frequency words 
This group included words like zoned, pioneering and 
perpetuity, aired and pastoral. They make up over 5 % of the words 
in an academic text. There are thousands of them in the language, 
by far the biggest group of words. They consist of the technical 
words for other subject areas, proper nouns, words that almost got 
the high – frequency list and words that we rarely meet in our use 
in the language. 
Mean while, Hedge (2003:116) divides vocabulary into two 
kinds of vocabulary, they are: active vocabulary is a number of 
words which students use in speaking and writing. Passive 
vocabulary is a number of words which students should be able to 
recognize and understand when they are listening to someone or 
when they are reading. 
2) Theory of Teaching 
According to Brown teaching is showing or helping someone 
to learn to do something, giving instruction, guiding in the study of 
something, providing with knowledge, causing to know or understand. 
He states further that teaching is guiding and facilitating learning, 
enables the learner to learn setting the condition for learning (Brown, 
2006:7). 
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Teaching cannot be separated from the word “learning” 
because the presence of teaching is as result of the presence of learner. 
Learning is process of skill acquisition and increased fluency as 
Brown states that learning is acquiring or getting of knowledge of 
subject or a skill by study, experience or instruction (Brown, 2006:6) 
Based on the definition above, can be stated that teaching is the 
activity that enable the learners to acquire knowledge, guided by 
teacher through learning process. 
 
3) Techniques of Teaching Vocabulary 
The technique of teaching vocabulary is a procedure or a 
collection way used in the classroom teaching vocabulary (Prasasti, 
2004:15). From the meaning techniques above the writer conclude that 
techniques are very important and most needed in the teaching 
learning process. 
In this study the research can mention some techniques for 
teaching vocabulary, they are: 
a. Say the word clearly and write it on the board. 
b. Get the class to repeat the word in. 
c. Translate the word into the students own language. 
d. Ask student to translate the word. 
According to Prashant (2000:379) in innovative the meaning 
of words, there are many ways to innovative the meaning of new 
words:  
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a. By showing actual objects and showing models 
It is a very useful technique to teach vocabulary to the 
beginners. The names of many things can be taught by showing 
actual objects. It gives real experience and sense to the learners. 
The words like pen, chalk, table, chair, football, flowers, tomato 
etc. can be taught in the classroom. Real objects or models of real 
objects are very effective and meaningful in showing meanings 
but in handling of real objects, a teacher must be practical and 
should not be superfluous. 
It is neither possible nor necessary to bring all the things in 
the classroom. Therefore, some words are to be taught by 
showing models. They are easily available in the market. They are 
inexpensive too. Hence, teacher should make frequent use of such 
models to teach vocabulary. For example, the words like tiger, 
brain, elephant, aeroplant can be shown to the learner. 
b. Using demonstrations and showing pictures 
Teacher can perform some words. It can be fun and frolic. 
It makes the class student-centered. Teacher can act and learners 
try to imitate it. For example, the words like jump, smile, cry, 
nap, sleep, and dance can be demonstrated. Miming works well 
with younger students. You can mime out emotions and everyday 
activities to teach new words. This method can be practiced at 
ease. It can win the favour of the students as learners like 
dramatizations and can easily learn through them. Many 
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situations can be dramatized or demonstrated. This works well 
with young students or students studying a foreign language to 
help introduce them to new concepts. After explaining new 
vocabulary, you can then ask the students to perform the actions. 
Charts, pictures and maps can be used to develop students‟ 
understanding of a particular concept or word. There are some 
good picture dictionaries available in the market. Teacher should 
make use of such dictionaries. For instance, using a picture of a 
„fish‟, words related to the fish, such as gills, eyes, backbone, 
cold-blooded, water, big, small etc. can be taught. Zebrowska 
(1975:452) rightly says, „Learners remember better the material 
that has been presented by means of visual aids‟. Some words 
work well with pictures, particularly nouns. This can also be a 
good way to introduce blocks of related words, which is often 
utilized in foreign language classes, such as nouns and verbs 
related to the classroom or the house. Pictures can also be used in 
printable worksheets and flashcards, where pictures are matched 
to the word they represent. 
c. Teaching words in the context 
Most people agree that vocabulary ought to be taught in 
context (Nilsen 1976; Chastain 1976; Rivers 1968). Words taught 
in isolation are generally not retained. In addition, in order to 
grasp the full meaning of a word or phrase, students must be 
aware of the linguistic environment in which the word or phrase 
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appears. Setting a good context which is interesting, plausible, 
vivid and has relevance to the lives of the learners, is an essential 
prerequisite for vocabulary teaching as it helps in both engaging 
the attention of the learners and naturally generating the target 
vocabulary. Maintaining the context and making sure the 
language surrounding the context is easy to comprehend, the 
teacher should start eliciting the target vocabulary. 
Therefore, in selection of vocabulary, the teacher must be 
sure that the words or phrases chosen can be immediately 
incorporated into the students' linguistic range. Stahl (2005:02) 
stated, “Vocabulary knowledge is knowledge; the knowledge of a 
word not only implies a definition, but also implies how that word 
fits into the world.” 
d. Etymology 
Every word has its origin and its story of how it gets its 
current meanings. Because of its physical and meaningful origin, 
the etymology of a word is often found much easier to be 
comprehended than the bare linguistic symbol and its present 
semantic meanings. So, whenever we teach an English word that 
is completely strange, we can ask students to look it up in a 
dictionary or other reference books, and or surf on the internet to 
find its origin.  
The interesting stories behind a word‟s birth can be a very 
good reminder for students to remember the particular word. 
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Thus, learning the etymology of a word will certainly promote 
students‟ comprehension of new words. 
e. by drawing pictures 
It is an easy and quick technique of introducing vocabulary 
to the learners. For students, drawing can be a fun medium to 
explain vocabulary. It is not necessary that teacher must be an 
expert in drawing pictures accurately. He can draw rough 
sketches to make an idea clear. Basic sketches will often work 
well. You can even have students do their own drawings, which 
further reinforces their understanding of the vocabulary. 
Comparative words and prepositions can be made clear by simple 
sketches. Pictures of many types and colors can be used 
successfully to show the meaning of words and sentence. 
Drawings can be used to explain the meaning of things, actions, 
qualities, and relations. 
f. Associated vocabulary 
If one topic consists of number of words, it is easy to teach 
these entire words altogether. For example, it is easier to teach 
words like orange, banana, grapes, lemon, pineapple, mango, and 
watermelon together in the context of „fruits‟ than to teach anyone 
of these words in isolation. Examples of lexical fields: Parts of the 
Face as: 
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(a) Parts of the face 
- forehead - lips 
- brow  - eyes 
- temples - eyebrows 
- nose  - chin 
- mouth - cheeks 
 
g. Using morphological analysis of words 
Morphology is the study of words in different terms, 
showing how words are broken down into smaller units, and how 
such units are recognized. That is to say, by using the analysis of 
morphemes of words, we can find out the meaning of words, even 
some of unfamiliar English words. It is estimated that there are 
over 600,000 English words concerned with the roots and affixes. 
But the roots and affixes are limited in numbers and simple in 
meaning. And the most commonly used roots and affixes are only 
600-800 in number. By using the analysis of roots, affixes and 
word structure, we can teach thousands of English words. 
For example: 
“hand/handle/handful/handicap/handsome/beforehand...” 
h. Dictionary 
It is an important tool in the teaching and learning of 
vocabulary. Teacher should encourage students to search words in 
dictionaries. Therefore, the habit of its use should be inculcated 
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right from the beginning. Gonzalez (1999) found that dictionary 
work was laborious but necessary, and that ESL college students 
need to be taught practical use of the dictionary. Exploring 
dictionary entries can be one important and effective component 
of understanding a word deeply. 
The entries can also help students determine the precise 
meaning of a word. Allen (1983:82) perceives, „Dictionaries are 
passport to independence and see them as one of the student - 
centered learning activities‟. The following are some current 
recommended English - English dictionaries: 1.Oxford Advanced 
Learners Dictionary, 2.Longman Dictionary of Contemporary 
English, 3. Cambridge International Dictionary of English, 
4.Oxford Picture Dictionary. 
i. Crossword puzzle 
Crossword puzzles offer an entertaining way of reviewing 
vocabulary. Students can do the puzzles in class in pairs, as a race 
with other students, or at home as homework. The teacher can 
also design a “Word Puzzle,” which is also called a “Word 
Cross”, asking the students to cooperate in groups to find and 
circle the words that the puzzle contains. The teacher might also 
place several versions of the word in the puzzle, with only one of 
them being the correct spelling. The students must circle only the 
word with the correct spelling. 
j. Word formation 
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Teacher should encourage students to enrich and expand 
their vocabulary. There are different ways to expand the 
vocabulary of the students. By studying the morphology, we 
know that it not only concerns with the morphemes of words, but 
also the word-formation. In English classes, teachers should help 
students to get to know the processes of word-formation. 
Morphological rules reveal the relations between words and 
provide the means in formation of new words. That is to say, 
these rules determine how morphemes are combined to form 
words. Nowadays, teachers in colleges have paid much more 
attention to the teaching of the morphological rules of English 
word formation in their classes. But still we have a lot of work to 
do. The expansion of vocabulary in modern English depends 
chiefly on word-formation. According to Pyles and Algeo 
(1982:01), words produced through affixation constitute 30% to 
40% of the total number of new words; compounding yields 28% 
to 30% of all the new words; words that come from shortening 
including clipping and acronym, amounting to 8% to 10%, 
together with 1% to 5% of words born out of blending and other 
means. So by analyzing the processes of English word-formation, 
we can infer word-meanings and learn more new English words. 
 
 
k. Reading the word 
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Reading words aloud is also very beneficial. It makes a 
learner familiar with the word and also improves pronunciations 
of the learners. Sound can be an easy way to illustrate words that 
describe sounds, such as whistle, scratching, and tinkling. You 
can make the sounds yourself, or bring in tapes or CDs for 
students to listen to and write down the words that they hear. 
The situation can be made easy and interesting, if the 
teacher of English selects the vocabulary, grades the vocabulary 
and uses different techniques in the classroom. Teachers should 
focus on vocabulary, as it is the most essential aspect in any 
language and means of communication. We cannot express our 
feelings without words. Wallace (1982:09) states, „Not being able 
to find the word you need to express yourself is the most 
frustrating experience in speaking another language‟. 
l. Series, scales, systems 
The meaning of words such as the months of the year, the 
days of the week, the parts of the day, seasons of the year, ordinal 
numbers, cardinal numbers, etc. that form part of well-known 
series can be made clear by placing them in their natural order in 
the series. If you have several gradable words to introduce at the 
same, you can introduce them together on a scale. For instance, 
you can use frequency, such as always-often-occasionally or 
emotions in this way, with cheerful-happy-joyous-ecstatic. 
m. Role play 
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Role-play is to create the presence of a real life situation in 
the classroom. It is important in the classroom communication 
because it gives students an opportunity to practice 
communicatively in different social contexts and in different 
social roles. The language applied in this activity is varied 
according to the student‟s status, attitudes, mood, and different 
situations. (Blachowicz, 2006) speaks, 
“Teachers can introduce some of the words which provide 
both definitional and contextual information about the 
words to be learned by making up a dialogue for students 
so that students can understand a further meaning and usage 
of the words.” 
 
n. Use video to produce of target vocabulary. 
Select a video segment that contains a series of actions or 
visual detail. Provide the learners with a list of target vocabulary 
words and ask them to construct a paragraph that incorporates as 
many of the words as possible. This activity is best done after the 
learners have seen the video. As they learn how to use more 
vocabulary properly, you will see an improvement in their writing 
and speaking. Teacher can also show a short film without sound 
and asking pupils to discuss what dialogue they would expect to 
hear. Showing a scene from a film without sound and asking 
pupils to use the facial expression to determine emotion. 
o. Analysis of the data: 
As far as methodology is concern, the pilot test will be 
conducted in the beginning. It includes pre-test and post-test. The 
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researcher is going to give pre-test to find out how conscious they 
are regarding word meaning. The mistakes made by the students 
will be analyzed in order to gain a better insight of their problems 
in understanding vocabulary. The pre-test consists of twelve 
questions. After knowing the students‟ problems with vocabulary 
various teaching methods is followed by the researcher to make 
the teaching interesting. After giving them training for a month a 
post-test is conducted to check the students‟ improvement. The 
result of the pre-test and the post-test will be compared in order to 
find out whether the students are benefited from the special 
training. 
In the pre-test, an attempt was made to examine the area of 
difficulty of undergraduate level students. The mistakes made by 
the students were observed and scrutinized carefully. After 
analyzing the errors, the feedback was given to the students 
regarding their performance of the pre-test in the class. It helped 
them realize the problematic areas where they needed more 
practice and thus can avoid errors in future. Error analysis was 
beneficial for the researcher too. It enabled him to develop his 
methodology of teaching. Different techniques and methods of 
teaching new vocabulary were followed to make the teaching 
effective and interesting, after knowing the students‟ problem. 
They were given special training for one month to enrich their 
knowledge of vocabulary. 
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The foregoing analysis reveals that students are largely 
benefited from the experiment. The present study, therefore, has 
significant pedagogic implications. The insights gained through 
this analysis can be recommended suggestions for the teachers. It 
is hoped that the valuable insights and statistical information will 
substantially help the teachers, course designers and researchers 
(Prashant, 2000:379) 
 
4)  Teaching Vocabularies Techniques in the Junior High School 
Here are some techniques of teaching vocabulary as stated by 
Brewster, Ellis, and Girard (1992:26). 
a. Using Objects 
Using this technique includes the use of reality, visual aids, 
and demonstration. They can function to help learners in 
remembering vocabulary better, because our memory for objects 
and pictures is very reliable and visual techniques can act as cues 
for remembering words (Takac, 2008:26). In addition, Gairns & 
Redman (1986) state that real objects technique is appropriately 
employed for beginners or young learners and when presenting 
concrete vocabulary. 
Objects can be used to show meanings when the vocabulary 
consist of concrete nouns. Introducing a new word by showing the 
real object often helps learners to memorize the word through 
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visualization. Objects in the classroom or things brought to the 
classroom can be used. 
b. Drawing 
Objects can either be drawn on the blackboard or drawn on 
flash cards. The latter can be used again and again in different 
contexts if they are made with cards and covered in plastic. They 
can help young learners easily understand and realize the main 
points that they have learned in the classroom. (Brewster, Ellis, and 
Girard, 1992:27) 
c. Using Illustrations and Pictures 
Pictures connect students‟ prior knowledge to a new story, 
and in the process, help them learn new words. There are plenty of 
voca bularies that can be introduced by using illustrations or 
pictures. They are excellent means of making the meaning of 
unknown words clear. They should be used as often as possible. 
The list of pictures includes: posters, flashcards, wall charts, 
magazine pictures, board drawings, stick figures and photographs. 
Pictures for vocabulary teaching come from many sources. Apart 
from those drawn by the teacher or students, they are sets of 
colorful pictures intended for schools. Pictures cut out of 
newspapers and magazines are very useful as well. Nowadays 
many readers, vocabulary books and course books contain a vast 
number of attractive pictures that present the meaning of basic 
words. The teacher can use learning materials provided by the 
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school. They can also make their own visual aids or used pictures 
from magazines. Visual support helps learners understand the 
meaning and helps to make the word more memorable. (Brewster, 
Ellis, and Girard, 1992:27) 
d. Contrast 
Some words are easily explained to learners by contrasting 
it with its opposite, for instance, the word" good" contrasted with 
the word "bad". But some words are not. It is almost impossible to 
contrast the words whose opposite is the gradable one. When the 
word "white" is contrasted with the word "black", there is an "in 
between" word” grey”. Furthermore, verb "contrast" means to 
show a difference, like photos that reveal how much weight 
someone lost by contrasting the "before" and "after" shots many 
more studies have also shown that vocabulary is best acquired if it 
is similar to what is already learnt, it is not surprising that learning 
synonyms is a way to expand our vocabulary. Learning about 
synonyms is important also because this is how dictionaries are 
organized. Putting bilingual dictionaries aside, mono-lingual 
dictionary essentially use words to explain words, and in this 
process, synonyms are often used (Ilson, 1991:17). 
e.  Enumeration 
An enumeration is a collection of items that is a complete, 
ordered listing of all of the items in that collection. It can be used 
to present meaning. In other words, this technique helps when any 
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word is difficult to explain visually. We can say "clothes" and 
explain this by enumerating or listing various items. Teacher may 
list a number of clothes e.g. address, skirt, trousers etc ,and then 
the meaning of the word "clothes" will became clear. The same is 
true of „vegetable‟ or “furniture”, ‟for example (Harmer 1991:02). 
f. Mime, Expressions and Gestures 
Klippel (1994:115) implies that "mime or gesture is useful 
if it emphasizes the importance of gestures and facial expression on 
communication. At the essence it can not only be used to indicate 
the meaning of a word found in reading passage, but also in 
speaking activity as it stresses mostly on communication. Many 
words can be introduced through mime, expressions, and gestures. 
For example, adjectives: "sad"   "happy"; mime and taking a hat off 
your head to teach hat and so on.  
Several studies have emphasized the role of gestures in 
second language (L2) acquisition (Gullberg, 2008). Teachers tend 
to gesture a lot (Sime, 2001; Hauge, 1999), especially when 
addressing young learners and/or beginners. It is commonly 
acknowledged that “teaching gestures” capture attention and make 
the lesson more dynamic. Using analyses of video recordings of 
English lessons to French students, Tellier (200:04) determined 
three main roles for teaching gestures: management of the class (to 
start/ and an activity, to question students, request silence, etc.), 
evaluation (to show a mistake, to correct, to congratulate, etc.) and 
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explanation to give indications on syntax, underline specific 
prosody, explain new vocabulary, etc.). Teaching gestures appear 
in various shapes: hand gestures, facial expressions, pantomime, 
body movements, etc. They can either mime or symbolize 
something and they help learners to infer the meaning of a spoken 
word or expression, providing that they are unambiguous and easy 
to understand. This teaching strategy is thus relevant for 
comprehension (Tellier, 2007:04). However, its utility may depend 
on the kind of gesture used by the teacher. It has been highlighted 
that foreign emblems, for instance, may lead to misunderstandings 
when it is not known by the learners (Hauge, 1999; Sime, 2001). 
In addition to supporting comprehension, teaching gestures 
may also be relevant for learners‟ memorization process. Indeed, 
many second language teachers who use gestures as a teaching 
strategy declare that they help learners in the process of 
memorizing the second language lexicon. Many of them have 
noticed that learners can retrieve a word easily when the teacher 
produces the gesture associated with the lexical item during the 
lesson. Others have seen learners (especially young ones) 
spontaneously reproducing the gesture when saying the word. The 
effect of gestures on memorization is thus something witnessed by 
many but hardly explored on a systematic and empirical basis 
(Tellier, 2008:01). 
g. Guessing from Context 
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Guessing from context as a way of dealing with unfamiliar 
vocabulary in unedited selections has been suggested widely by L1 
and L2 reading specialists (Dubin, 1993:04). Nation and Coady 
(1988:02) claim there are two types of contexts. The first type is 
the context within the text, which includes morphological, 
semantic and syntactic information in a specific text, while the 
second one is the general context, ornon-textual context, which is 
the background knowledge the reader has about the subjects being 
read. Nation and Coady in considering the specific context as „„the 
other words and sentences that surround that word….. it follows 
that other words in the context of the unfamiliar word often „throw 
light on‟ its meaning. These other words can be found in the 
sentence containing the unknown word or other sentences beyond 
the sentence of the unknown item. Similarly, McCarthy (1988:01) 
sees context as within the text itself i.e. the morphological, 
syntactic, and discourse information, which can be classified and 
described in terms of general features. Learning from context not 
only includes learning from extensive reading, but also learning 
from taking part in a conversation, and learning from listening to 
stories, films, television or the radio (Nation, 2001:01). In order to 
activate guessing in a written or spoken text, there should before 
elements available: the reader, the text, unknown words, and clues 
in the text including some knowledge about guessing. The absence 
of one of these elements may affect the learner‟s ability to guess. 
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Furthermore, this technique encourages learners to take risks and 
guess the meanings of words they do not know as much as 
possible. This will help them build up their self-confidence so that 
they can work out the meanings of words when they are on their 
own. There are many clues learners can use to establish meanings 
for themselves, such as illustrations, similarity of spelling or sound 
in the mother tongue, and general knowledge (Walters, 2004:01). 
h.  Eliciting 
This technique is more motivating and memorable by 
simply giving pupils a list of words to learn. 
i. Translation 
Even though translation does not create a need or 
motivation of the learners to think about word meaning (Cameron, 
2001:206), in some situations translation could be effective for 
teachers, such as when dealing with incidental vocabulary 
(Thornbury, 2002:13), checking students‟ comprehension, and 
pointing out similarities or differences between first and second 
language, when these are likely to cause errors. There are always 
some words that need to be translated and this technique can save a 
lot of time.  
Based on the theory of teaching vocabulary techniques 
according to Brewster, Ellis, and Girard conclude that Using 
Object is very reliable and visual techniques can act as cues for 
remembering word, Drawing can help students easily understand 
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and realize the main points that they have learned in the classroom. 
Using Illustration and Picture can help students easily understand 
the meaning and help to make the word more memorable, Contrast 
is easily explained to learners by contrasting, Enumeration is a 
collection of items, Mime, Expressions and Gestures to indicate the 
meaning of a word found in reading passage, Guessing from 
context as way of dealing with unfamiliar vocabulary, Eliciting is 
motivating by simply of words to learn, and Translation can save a 
lot of time. 
 
B. Previous of the Study 
Several research of speech acts have been conducted by the 
researchers in various types. The variation is seen from the analysis of the 
types, the functions, the directness, and the literal and non literal aspects. 
The subjects of the research also varied, and some of them relied on the 
manuscript analysis. 
Yunita Natalia Dwi Wibowoati is one of the researchers who 
interested in researching techniques of teaching vocabulary. Her study 
entitled “Teacher Techniques in Teaching Vocabulary for the First 
Graders of Laboratorium Elementary School Salatiga” 2012. In this 
study, the reseacher discussed about some techniques used by teacher in 
teaching vocabulary. The aim of this study was to teach vocabulary 
especially to unify the concept of materials which are being learnt by the 
students. The result of this study showed that there were nine teaching 
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techniques in teaching vocabulary used by English teacher. Those 
techniques were translation of a literary passage, fill in the blank, 
dictation, repetition drills, question and answer drills, role play, creative 
adaptation, authentic material and picture strip story. The similarity of this 
research with this study is focus on analyzing techniques of teaching 
vocabulary. The difference of this research with the study is the object of 
the research. This research was focused in teaching vocabulary of the first 
grade laboratorium elementary student, while this study was focused on 
seventh grade students of SMPN 1 Cepogo Boyolali. 
The next research was performed by Irma Suryani is one of the 
researchers who interested in researching techniques of teaching 
vocabulary. Her study entitled “A Study on the Techniques of Teaching 
English Vocabulary to Children at Elementary School Al-Munawaroh 
Pluspamekasan” 2008. In this study, the researcher discussed about some 
techniques used by teacher in teaching vocabulary. The aim of this study 
was to teach vocabulary especially to unify the concept of materials which 
are being learnt by the students. The result of thi s study showed that the 
techniques applied by the teacher in teaching English vocabulary. There 
were teaching techniques in teaching vocabulary used by English teacher. 
Those techniques were games, color parsing, guessing picture, asking the 
right question, and singing a song. The similarity of this research with this 
study is focus on analyzing techniques of teaching vocabulary. The 
difference of this research with the study is the object of the research. This 
research were focused in teaching vocabulary of the children at elementary 
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school Al-Munawarah Pluspamekasan, while this study were focused on 
seventh grade students of SMPN 1 Cepogo Boyolali.  
The third research was performed by Sutini is one of the 
researchers who interested in researching techniques of teaching 
vocabulary. Her study entitled “Teaching English Vocabulary to Young 
Learners Using Story Telling Technique (A Case Study at the Fifth Grade 
Students of SD Kebon Sari 1 Cemahi)” 2006. In this study, the researcher 
discussed about storytelling technique in teaching vocabulary. The aim of 
this study was to teach storytelling technique vocabulary especially to 
unify the concept of materials which are being learnt by the students. The 
result of this study showed that using story technique in teaching 
vocabulary at the fifth grade students of SD Kebonsari 1 Cimahi was 
conducted in two parts of activities. The first part was preparation activity 
and the second one was follow-up activity. The similarity of this research 
with this study is focus on analyzing techniques of teaching vocabulary. 
The difference of this research with the study is the object of the research. 
This research were focused in teaching vocabulary at the fifth grade 
students of SD Kebonsari 1 Cimahi, while this study were focused on 
seventh grade students of SMPN 1 Cepogo  Boyolali. 
The fourth research was performed by Muhammad Ervan  Nugroho  
is one of the researchers who interested in researching techniques of 
teaching vocabulary. Her study entitled “Teaching English Vocabulary to 
the Seventh Grade Students of SMP Muhammadiyah 5 Surakarta” 2015. 
In this study, the researcher discussed about objective, material, technique, 
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and procedure in teaching English Vocabulary. The aim of this study was 
to teach vocabulary especially to unify the concept of materials which are 
being learnt by the students. The result of this study showed that the 
objective, material, technique, and procedure in teaching vocabulary. The 
similarity of this research with this study is focus on analyzing of teaching 
vocabulary. The difference of this research with the study is the subject of 
the research. This research were focused in teaching vocabulary of the 
teaching English vocabulary to the seventh grade students of SMP 
Muhammadiyah 5 Surakarta, while this study were focused on seventh 
grade students of SMPN 1 Cepogo Boyolali. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Design of the Research 
In this research, the research has three purposes. First, the researcher 
wants to investigate the kind of techniques in teaching vocabulary, second the 
researcher wants to investigate the implementation of those techniques in 
classroom, and last in to the response from the students about techniques at 
SMP N 1 Cepogo Boyolali academic year 2015/2016. Based in this reasons, 
the researcher uses descriptive qualitative method. According to Ary 
(1972:13), descriptive method is conducted to describe a situation and what 
exist in the time of study in order get information.  
According to Moleong (1989:3) qualitative research which yields the 
descriptive data in the form of written or oral words from observing people or 
behavior. According to Achilles and Anita (2015:01) classroom based-
research is a teacher-driven activity that aims to find out what works best in 
our classrooms, so that we might improve our practice, and ultimately make 
learning more effective for the benefite of our students. Based on statements 
above, the researcher wants to get some information about the teaching 
vocabulary that used by the teachers in teaching English vocabulary at SMP N 
1 Cepogo Boyolali academic year 2015/2016. In this sense of descriptive 
study, this study attempts to describe teaching vocabulary in English year 
2015/2016.  
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B. Setting of the Research 
1. Setting of place 
Setting of the research conducted in SMP N 1 Cepogo Boyolali in 
academic year 2015/2016. It is located at Mliwis street Cepogo Boyolali. 
The researcher focuses on seventh grade of SMP N 1 Cepogo Boyolali in 
academic year 2015/2016. The research took place in VIIB, VIIC, VIID, 
and VIIG that was taught by Mrs. Karimah, S.Pd. 
2. Setting of time 
The pre research had been done on March 2016. The research was 
conducted on October 2016. The observation was held on 16
th
 until 22
th 
October and Interview 14
th 
until 22
th 
October 2016. The observation is held 
for 8 times which were in four class of seventh grade that were taught by 
Mrs. Karimah, S.Pd. at SMP N 1 Cepogo. Why researcher conduct 
classroom observation only 8 times and only four classes because the 
research cannot take all limited of time. 
 
C. Subject and Object of the Study 
SMP N 1 Cepogo has 21 classes. In the Seventh grade there are VII A-
VII F classes. There are three teachers that teach English in SMP Negeri 1 
Cepogo Boyolali. They are Karimah, S.Pd, (The teacher seventh grade), 
Widodo, S.Pd, (The teacher eight grade), and Ristanto, S.Pd, (The teacher 
class nine). The subject of the research is an English teacher of Seventh grade. 
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The object of the research is teacher‟s techniques of teaching vocabulary. The 
researcher choose Seventh grade because in Seventh grade, the teacher more 
focus on increasing student‟s vocabulary mastery to face more complex 
material in Eight and Ninth grade. The researcher took VIIB, VIIC, VIID, and 
VIIG as her research take place. The researcher chooses those classes because 
from the suggestion of English teacher. The English teacher suggested to 
chose those classes because the students of class B, C, D and G active and 
have good self-control. Therefore, they can join the class better than the other 
classes. They are more focus in learning process that makes teaching learning 
process running well in the class. 
D.  Instrument in the research  
In identyfying the research, the researcher needs some supporting 
instruments. It is used to collect the data so that it can help the researcher to 
analyze the data. According to Suharsimi (2002:77) “Instruments are tools or 
facilities to collect the data in order to make easy in doing study and to get a 
good result”. 
The major instrument of the study is the researcher herself because the 
kind of study is descriptive qualitative research. The researcher is as the 
planer, data collector of the research and the researcher should report the result 
of the anylisis. Therefore, the researcher has to understand the teaching 
vocabulary techniques. The researcher needs some supporting equipments 
such as a set of camera to record teacher and students in teaching learning 
process. 
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E. Data and Sources of the Data 
Lofland (1984:157) stated that source of the data in qualitative research are 
informants, events, and documents. In this research, the source of the data was 
the implementations of the techniques in teaching vocabulary used by the 
teacher on teaching English Vocabulary at SMP N 1 Cepogo.  
1. Events 
Sutopo (2002:53) stated that based on the observation in the event or 
activity, the researcher would know about the process how something 
happens, because of direct observations. In this research, the events which will 
be observed are the teaching learning process at the seventh grade students of 
SMP N 1 Cepogo. The events will be observed using camera recording to 
know the activity during teaching learning process.  
2. Informant 
Sutopo (2002:50) stated that informant is an individual that has important 
role in giving information which is the researcher should choose the subject 
that will be an informant. The researcher took one English teacher. English 
teacher is Karimah S.Pd. Because the researcher want to know the classroom 
activities during teaching learning process in English subject. 
3. Document 
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According to Sutopo (2002:54) document is written material which related 
with certain event or activities. In this research, the documents as the source of 
the data syllabus, lesson plan, and attendance list of this research.  
 
F. Method of Collecting Data 
 The researcher used two kinds of instruments to collect the data; they are 
observation and interview. 
1. Observation 
According to Alison (2013:42) stated that observation is the observation 
and recording of events or circumstances in which the writer is present. The 
researcher surveyed some interactions which are done by the teachers and the 
students during the teaching and learning process. The researcher observed the 
teachers while they were teaching English watching. The observation has 
purpose to find out how are the implementations of techniques  that used by 
teachers and to get data on teaching learning process of teaching English 
reading vocabulary. The researcher collected the data on teachers‟ techniques 
in teaching English vocabulary by using note and record. The note is used to 
write down the important information and the event in the classroom.  
2. Interview 
According Johnson in Nunan (1992:194) stated that interview has been 
used by second language acquisition researcher seeking data on stages and 
processes of acquisition. To get some information that related to research 
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conducting, the researcher use interview. The researcher use notebook and 
recorder as the tool to collect the data In this case, the researcher asked some 
information to Mrs. Karimah who teaching English Vocabulary at SMP N 1 
Cepogo academic year 2015/2016 about techniques used in teaching English 
Vocabulary. The researcher asked some questions related the teaching 
techniques and some other questions that might help in completing the data.  
3. Close ended questionnaire 
 Questionnaire is a list that consists of some question related with 
certain objective. Before forming questionnaire, the researcher should 
conduct research‟s objective, identify the variable, divide the variable into 
sub-variable and determine kinds of data which have been collected and 
find the technique of analysis. Close-ended questionnaire were given to the 
seventh grade students of SMPN 1 Cepogo Boyolali in order to obtain data 
related to the students‟ response toward the teacher‟s technique in teaching 
vocabulary. The questions in the questionnaire should be answered by the 
students privately. They have to give check list from those questions. 
  
G. Data Analysis 
This study adopted the framework developed by Miles and Huberman 
(1994: 10) to describe the procedures of data analysis. The data analysis 
consists of three streams of activity: data reduction, data display, and 
conclusion drawing and verification. 
1. Data Reduction 
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Data reduction is concerned with the process of selecting, focusing, 
simplifying, reducing, and organizing the data that has been collected. At 
this stage, the data that has been obtained were organized and the 
irrelevant data were discarded. This was done through the process of 
coding; the process of labeling and segmenting units of meaning to the 
descriptive or inferential information compiled during the study. The 
purpose is to help the researcher in organizing and classifying the data. 
The process of coding is as follows: 
a. The data were carefully read; 
b. The data related to the objectives of the study were identified and 
selected; and 
c. Each datum was assigned a code. 
 That means the researcher chose the important data that had been 
collected. Then, researcher categorized the data related to the 
implementation of techniques used, students‟ response toward the 
implementation of teachers‟ techniques at SMP N 1 Cepogo academic 
year 2015/2016, the kinds of the techniques from the data of observation, 
interview and document. In this activity, the researcher made an 
abstracting the data. In directing, the researcher showed the data in 
narration and description. In eliminating the data, the researcher chose the 
general subject to organize on the problem statements and get the 
conclusion.  
 2. Data Display 
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  Data display deals with providing an organized, compressed, 
assembly of information that allows conclusion drawing. A display can be 
in the form of texts, graphs, diagrams, charts, matrices, or other graphical 
formats. This study uses the discription will show the techniques of 
teaching vocabulary used by the teacher of VII B,C,D, and G during 
teaching learning process. 
3. Conclusion Drawing and Verification 
  Conclusion drawing involves moving back to consider what the 
analyzed data mean and to assess whether the data findings fit the 
objectives of the study. At this stage, the data that has been analyzed were 
read and re-read to develop the conclusions regarding the study. The 
conclusions, then, were verified by revisiting the data as many times as 
necessary. Verification was also enhanced by conducting peer checking 
and consultation with the supervisors. 
 
H. The Trustworthiness of the Data 
The validity of the data is important in qualitative study. The validation of 
the data determines the quality of the result of study. The researcher uses 
triangulation as a technique to examine the data validation. Denzin (1970:14) 
extended the idea of triangulation beyond its conventional association with 
study methods and designs. He distinguished four forms of triangulation; 
1. Data triangulation, which entails gathering data through several sampling 
strategies, so that slices of data at different times and social situations, as 
well as on a variety of people, are gathered. 
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2. Investigator triangulation, which refers to the use of more than one 
researcher in the field to gather and interpret data. 
3. Theoretical triangulation, which refers to the use of more than one 
theoretical position in interpreting data. 
4. Methodological triangulation, which refers to the use of more than one 
method for gathering data. 
In this study, the researcher uses triangulation to obtain the validity of the 
study. The researcher collects and selects the data that have correlation with the 
theory and the subject. Triangulation itself means utilizing something outside 
the data to compare them. In this study, the researcher will use methodological 
triangulation. In confirming the finding of the study, the researcher uses 
observation and interview that called observation. This method consist of two 
techniques there are recording and interviewing. The researcher conducts a 
valid data about teaching vocabulary techniques by the teacher of seventh 
grade students at SMP N 1 Cepogo.  
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Research Findings 
This chapter consists of the presentation and discussion to answer 
the problems statement. The purpose is to answer the research problem in 
the first chapter. There are two objectives in this research, namely; 1) 
Describing kinds of techniques used by the teacher in teaching English 
vocabulary to the seventh grade students of SMP N 1 Cepogo Boyolali in 
Academic year 2015/2016,   2) Describe the student‟s attitude  towards  
the used of teaching vocabulary techniques applied by the teacher of  SMP 
N 1 Cepogo Boyolali in Academic year 2015/2016. 
1. The Kinds of Techniques Used by the Teacher in Teaching English 
Vocabulary of the Seventh Grade Students Of SMP N 1 Cepogo 
Boyolali in Academic Year 2015/2016 
 
In this research, the researcher conducted the research in three 
weeks. The research is conducted from October 14
th
 until 29
th
 2016. 
The researcher took Mrs. Karimah as the subject of the research. In the 
class of English teaching activity, based on the result of interview with 
Mrs. Karimah, she explained that teaching English language is not 
easy. The teacher will be success in teaching English when the students 
mastered vocabularies well. However, when the teacher wants to make 
success in teaching English vocabulary, the teacher must choose the 
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best technique to teach that can make student easy to understand. In 
teaching English vocabulary, teachers should create their technique to 
make the students interest, enjoy and understand deeply about 
vocabulary. Teachers should choose the available technique that is 
appropiate the source of material. 
Evaluation is to measure the student‟s ability to understand 
about the material that give by the teacher. Assessment is needed by 
the teacher to give the score also can make evaluation. The description 
below shows the analysis on teaching vocabulary techniques used by 
the teacher of the seventh grade students of SMP N 1 Cepogo in 
Academic year 2015/2016. 
A technique of teaching vocabulary is a procedure or a 
collection way used in the classroom teaching vocabulary. Based on 
the interviewed with English teacher of Seventh grade students of SMP 
N 1 Cepogo, Mrs. Karimah said that: 
“Saya mangajar vocabulary dengan mengambil materi dari 
LKS dan buku paket. Apabila murid-murid belum memahami 
vocabulary yang ada di dalam materi tersebut, mereka akan 
menggaris bawahi dan mencari makna dari vocab tersebut. 
Saya juga sering memberikan beberapa kegiatan agar siswa 
aktif dalam mempelajari vocabulary seperti memberikan 
kesempatan mereka untuk membuat kartu yang berisi 
vocabulary dan saling bertukar kartu agar bisa memperkaya 
vocabulary mereka. Mereka sangat enjoy ketika mereka di beri 
kesempatan untuk aktif dalam kegiatan belajar di kelas.” 
(Interview on Saturday, October 1
st
 
 
2016) 
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Based on the interview with the teacher, the researcher knew 
that the teacher not only used one technique to teach the vocabulary 
but also the teacher usually used a method wich appropriated with the 
material given, situation, and students‟ condition. The teacher used 
group work to enrich students‟ vocabularies.  
Teaching media helps the students for getting material easily 
and clearly, so they can get about the material of teaching vocabulary. 
The dialogue as follow: 
 Interviewer : What media are used by the teacher to support 
the  
                                                    teaching learning process? 
 Mrs. Karimah : Media pendukungnya saya pakai Laptop, LKS 
dan kamus.  (Interview on Saturday, October 1
st
 
 
2016) 
 
Based on the result of observation in Mrs. Karimah‟s class, the 
researcher found that English teacher used laptop, LKS and dictionary.  
The teacher needs to choose appropriate source of material to 
teach the students. By appropriate material, the students can be easy in 
receiving the material. In vocabulary, teacher needs to choose 
appropriate material to make students interest to read. Based on the 
appropriate source of material, students will be enjoy and happy in 
teaching learning process.  
To teach, teacher needs a book to support the students in 
teaching learning process, then the researcher asked about what book 
that is used by the teacher, Mrs. Karimah said:  
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“Saya mengambil materi dari buku paket dan LKS, tetapi 
saya juga memberikan materi yang saya temukan di 
Internet mbak. Kadang saya juga memberikan tugas siswa 
untuk mencari materi dari Internet juga mbak sebagai tugas 
harian. Dan buku paket LKS saya wajibkan untuk selalu 
dibawa mbak dan setiap pelajaran saya siswa saya 
wajibkan membawa Kamus bahasa Inggris juga mbak.” 
(interview on Saturday, October 1
st
 
 
2016) 
 
The teacher arranged the lesson plan based on syllabus and 
curriculum. Mrs. Karimah said: 
“Untuk membuat RPP itu kita dasarnya dari syllabus mbak. 
Dalam syllabus kan nanti ada point-pointnya mbak, ya 
kita tinggal mengembangkan point-point tersebut. Setelah 
itu baru kita pilih topic yang tepat buat siswa, kita 
memilih topik yang membuat siswa tertarik juga mbak, 
yang mereka tahu supaya mereka juga paham dan 
gampang dalam menerima materinya.” (interview on 
Saturday, October 1
st
 
 
2016) 
Curriculum also needs as the measure tool the technique that 
used by the teacher in choosing teaching techniques, Mrs. Karimah 
said: 
“Untuk kurikulum, saya menggunakan kurikulum yang 
KTSP 2006. Dalam materi pembelajaran KTSP untuk kelas 
VII lebih banyak ditekankan menegenai greeting  dan 
pengenalan vocabulary agar bisa menghadapi materi yang 
lebih kompleks di kelas VIII dan IX nanti. Jadi mereka lebih 
focus dalam memperkaya kosa kata mereka dalam bahasa 
inggris. Jadi menurut saya selama proses pembelajaran 
bahasa Inggris menggunakan kurikulum KTSP tidak ada 
kendala mbak dan siswa juga bisa aktif.”( interview on 
Saturday, October 1
st
 
 
2016) 
From the quotation above, it can be defined that teacher did 
preparation before doing teaching process by preparing material that 
covered on Lesson Plan or RPP. In the process, the arranging of lesson 
plan doing by teacher was not done every time teacher want to teach, 
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but the lesson plan were made in large quantities that can be used as a 
reference for teaching in the class with aspect or skill to be achieved 
for one semester. 
The second step was namely; carry out the instruction in 
accordance with that has been formulated. In the implementation of 
English language teaching activities in the classroom. Teachers 
conduct activities as follows: 
a)    The initial/introduction activity 
In this activity, teacher says Assalamu’alaikum Wr.Wb to open the 
lesson. After that, the teacher did apperception, provides 
motivation that explains the importance of the material to be 
learned following the students competencies to be mastered. 
b)   The main activity  
The main activity includes the activities of Exploration, 
Elaboration, and Confirmation. 
c)   The end/closing activity 
  In the closing activity, the teacher make conclusions or 
summary of what has been learned. Conduct an assessment of to 
what has been learned. Teacher informs the next material to the 
students which will be learned. In this activity, the teacher usually 
gave task to the students both direct assignment to find something 
and working on student worksheet or textbook. The teacher closes 
the lesson by saying Walaikumsalam Wr.Wb. 
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 From the explanation above, it can be concluded that the 
activity of teaching learning process consists of the introduction 
activity, the main activity, and the closing activity. Thus activities 
run systematically. On the used teaching vocabulary techniques to 
the seventh grade students of SMP N 1 Cepogo Boyolali, the 
teacher uses the entire student‟s activities. It can be seen on the 
process of teaching Vocabulary by using KTSP curriculum bellow: 
 
1. Techniques Used by the Teacher in Teaching English 
Vocabulary Of VII B 
a) First Meeting 
The results of observation for class VIIB that hold by 
Mrs. Karimah, S.Pd on Monday, October 16
th 
2016, at 
07.10-8.45 can be explained as bellow. At the time, Mrs. 
Karimah S.Pd was teaching a good sentence. 
There are 33 students in the classroom when the 
teaching process. Each of students brought their tool or 
equipment to learn, note book, and some of the students 
brought dictionary. The students in the class still looked 
happy and spirit. There was a blackboard, some of pictures 
on the wall, etc. 
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1) Opening 
 The research was started when the electric sound 
was ringing. The students were entering the class, then 
the teacher and students already in the class. The first is 
opening. The teacher opened the meeting by saying 
Assalamua’alaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh, 
after opening the teacher asked read Al-Qur‟an 
together. After the teacher explained the contents of the 
Al-Qur‟an. 
  For example:  
Teacher: Before we begin a lesson let us read Al-
Quran together. 
 Students: Yes miss. 
 
 After opening the teacher checked the students‟ 
attendance list, the teacher checked the name of the 
students one by one. 
For example:  
Teacher: I will check the students’ attendances first. 
Agus Prasetya, Where was Eki Pratiwi? 
 Students: Come late miss.  
 
  Before class started teachers reviewed back lessons 
yesterday and always provide motivation to students 
before the entrance to the next material.  
2)  Main Activity 
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In this session, the teacher applied three 
developments of student‟s activities based on KTSP 
curriculum; there are Exploration, Elaboration, and 
Confirmation. 
a) Exploration 
In the step exploration, the teacher helped to 
explain the material about good sentence. A good 
sentence contains the elements of the SPOK 
(subjek, predikat, objek, dan keterangan). In 
teaching learning process of vocabulary 
techniques, the students listened when teacher 
explained the material of a good sentence. If the 
students still confused with the material, then the 
students asked the teacher to explain clearly what a 
good sentence.  
For example: 
Teacher: Susunlah kata-kata berikut menjadi 
kalimat yang baik 
 Students: Yess miss.  
 
b) Elaboration 
In the step elaboration, after the teacher had 
finished he explanations, she asked the students 
had problem about the used of a good sentence, if 
the students had problem about the materials, the 
teacher repeated the explanation. Then the teacher 
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gives a text which consist some paragraphs. The 
teacher asked the students to identify whether all of 
sentences in those paragraphs were true or not. If 
the students had difficulties in understanding the 
meaning, they could find the vocabulary in 
dictionary or internet. They had to identify whether 
those sentence were classified into good sentence 
or not. After finished to do the exercise, they had to 
explain that in front of the class.  
c) Confirmation 
In the step confirmation, the teacher was 
correcting the performance of the students; it made 
the students knew how to correct it. After the 
students forward notice the teacher justifies the 
work of the students who wrong. After that the 
teacher explained a little about how to make a good 
sentence.  
3) Closing  
In the closing, the teacher confirms their 
understanding about the materials that has learned. 
Then, the teacher asked to the students to make 
summary and conclusion about the material that has 
learned if there was no question from the students that 
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felt difficult with the material. Before the teacher 
closed the lesson, she gave homework to the students.   
In section, the teachers gave the new material 
for next meeting. The teacher just explained briefly, 
and then students have to develop the material by their 
own way. Before the teacher closed the lesson, she 
gave homework to the students, the teacher give 
homework about this material, and next meeting the 
assignment have to present in front of the class. 
The last step was closing in class was started 
with reviewing the material of that day. The last one 
was saying hamdalah together and the teacher closed 
with salam  and they cheered together. 
Based on the activity in teaching learning 
process, the researcher concluded that the teacher used 
etymology as the technique of teaching vocabulary. The 
teacher can ask students to look it up in a dictionary or 
other reference books, and or surf on the internet to find 
the difficult meaning of some vocabularies. 
 
b) Second Meeting 
The results of observation for class VIIB that hold 
by Mrs. Karimah, S.Pd on Wednesday, October 18
th 
2016, 
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at 08,45-09.45 can be explained as bellow. At the time, 
Mrs. Karimah S.Pd was teaching shopping list. 
There are 33 students in the classroom when the 
teaching process. Each of students brought their tool or 
equipment to learn, note book, and some of the students 
brought dictionary. The students in the class still looked 
happy and spirit. There were blackboards, some of pictures 
on the wall, etc. 
1) Opening 
The research was done when the electric sound 
was ringing. The students were entering the class, then 
the teacher and students already in the class. The first is 
opening. The teacher opened the meeting by saying 
Assalamua’alaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh. 
After that, the teacher asked the students to start this 
meeting by saying the cheer of the class together. 
2) Main Activity 
In this session, the teacher applied three 
developments of student‟s activities based on KTSP 
curriculum; there are Exploration, Elaboration, and 
Confirmation. 
a) Exploration 
In the step exploration, the teacher explained 
about the theme of shopping list. If the students still 
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confused with the material, then the students asked 
the teacher to explain clearly what the shopping list, 
teaching media helps the students for getting 
material easily and clearly. It is used to support the 
teacher in teaching and help the student in accepting 
the material because media can be used the variation 
in teaching learning process. 
For example: 
Teacher: The theme of today will discuss about 
shopping list, what was shopping list?? 
  Students: Daftar belanjaan miss 
Teacher: Yes right, Pernahkan kalian belanja 
membuat daftar  belanjaan yang akan 
dibeli? 
  Students: pernah miss 
 
b) Elaboration 
In the step elaboration, after the teacher had 
finished her explanations, she asked the students 
about the used of shopping list. Worth of shopping 
list that if we want to go shopping many in order not 
to forget what wants us to buy later. Example we 
want to spend a lot, we have to make shopping list. 
After the teacher explained about shopping list, now 
teacher share the card that the contents of the 
shopping list than look for it means. The teacher 
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gave some list of vocabularies about shopping list. 
For example shopping list in the book store, there 
were pencil, book, eraser, sharpener and etc. After 
getting those cards of shopping list, the students had 
to translate those words into Indonesian. It would 
help the students understood about shopping list. 
When they had finished, they had to collect it to the 
teacher. Then teacher check back the memory of 
you about the work that you do just now. 
For example:  
Teacher: Setelah selesai mengerjakan tolong 
kumpulkan didepan. 
  Students: Yess miss 
Teacher: Sekarang saya ingin mengecek memori 
otak kalian,saya kasih kuis tentang kata-kata 
yang ada didalam kartu tadi tentang shopping 
list, yang tau artinnya langsung jawab ya, are 
you ready? 
  Students: Yess miss I,m ready. 
  
c) Confirmation 
In the step confirmation, the teacher was 
correcting the performance of the students it made 
the students knew how to correct it. After the came 
forward to present their assignment, then the teacher 
corrected. The teacher not only as a facilitator to 
give the students material but also gave motivation 
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and advice to the students about mental, attitude, 
and behavior. The teacher had full authority to 
control the environment, the students‟ behavior, and 
all activities in the classroom. The teacher gave 
instruction to the students, students must do it. 
 
3) Clossing 
In the closing, the teacher confirms their 
understanding about the material that has learned. Then, 
the teacher asked to the students to make summary and 
conclusion about the material that has learned if there 
was no question from the students that felt difficult with 
the material. Before the teacher closed the lesson, she 
gave homework to the students.   
In section, the teachers gave the new material for 
next meeting. The teacher just explained briefly, and 
then students have to develop the material by their own 
way. Before the teacher closed the lesson, she gave 
homework to the students, the teacher give homework 
about this material. 
The last step was closing in class was started with 
reviewing the material of that day. The last one was 
saying hamdalah together and the teacher closed with 
salam  and they cheered together. 
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Based on the explanation above, it can be 
concluded that the teacher eliciting as her technique in 
teaching English. The teacher gave a list of words to the 
students. It was suitable to use in teaching about 
shopping list because it will make the students active to 
learn about vocabularies related with sopping activity.  
 
2. Techniques Used by the Teacher in Teaching English 
Vocabulary of VIIC 
a) First Meeting 
The results of observation for class VIIIC that hold 
by Mrs. Karimah, S.Pd on Thursday, May 26
th 
2016, at 
12.40-14.00 can be explained as bellow. At the time, Mrs. 
Karimah S.Pd was teaching a good sentence. 
There are 32 students in the classroom when the 
teaching process. Each of students brought their tool or 
equipment to learn, note book, and some of the students 
brought dictionary. The students in the class still looked 
happy and spirit. There was a blackboard, some of pictures 
on the wall, etc. 
 
1) Opening 
The research was started when the electric 
sound was ringing. The students were entering the 
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class, then the teacher and students already in the class. 
The first is opening. The teacher opened the meeting by 
saying Good morning students?  
For example:  
 Teacher: Good morning students? 
 Students: Good morning 
  Teacher: Hari ini siapa yang tidak masuk? 
 Students: masuk semua miss. 
Teacher: mari kita baca Al-Quran dulu sebelum 
melanjutkan kemateri 
 Students: yes miss 
 
 
 
2) Main Activity 
In this session, the teacher applied three 
developments of student‟s activities based on KTSP 
curriculum; there are Exploration, Elaboration, and 
Confirmation. 
a) Exploration 
In the step exploration teacher explained 
about the theme a good sentence. In making a good 
sentence that should be there was an element of the 
subject, predicate, object and complement. In 
making the sentence must be observed also his 
grammar. If the students still confused with the 
material, then the students asked the teacher the 
teacher to explain clearly what a good sentence.  
b) Elaboration 
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In the step elaboration, after the teacher had 
finished the explanations, she asked the students 
whether they had difficulties related with the 
material of how to make good sentence, if the 
students had problem about the materials, the 
teacher repeated the explanation. After that the 
teacher gave exercise to her students. She gave 
jumbled words and the students should arrange that 
into a good sentence. She gave 20 minutes to finish 
that exercise. She explained the students that it 
would be easier if they found all of the words‟ 
meaning in dictionary. Therefore, she made sure 
that all of her students brought their dictionary. 
When finished doing, teachers calling his name to 
work on resident.  
For example: 
Teacher: kerjakan soal dan saya kasih 
waktu 20 menit, setelah selesai 
mengerjakan saya panggil 
namanya dan langsung 
mengerjakan didepan 
Students: yes miss 
Teacher: Dewi Safitri? 
Student: yes miss 
Teacher: maju kedepan 
 
c) Confirmation 
In the step confirmation, the teacher was 
correcting the performance of the students; it made 
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the students knew how to correct it. After the came 
forward to present their assignment, then the 
teacher corrected. The teacher not only as a 
facilitator to give the students material but also 
gave motivation and advice to the students about 
mental, attitude, and behavior. The teacher had full 
authority to control the environment, the students‟ 
behavior, and all activities in the classroom. The 
teacher gave instruction to the students, students 
must do it. 
3) Closing  
In the closing, the teacher confirms their 
understanding about the material that has learned. 
Then, the teacher asked to the students to make 
summary and conclusion about the material that has 
learned if there was no question from the students that 
felt difficult with the material. Before the teacher 
closed the lesson, she gave homework to the students.   
In section, the teachers gave the new material for 
next meeting. The teacher just explained briefly, and 
then students have to develop the material by their own 
way. Before the teacher closed the lesson, she gave 
homework to the students, the teacher give homework 
about this material, and next meeting the assignment 
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have to present in front of the class. The last step was 
closing in class was started with reviewing the material 
of that day. The last one was saying hamdalah together 
and the teacher closed with salam  and they cheered 
together. 
Based on the activity in teaching learning above, 
it can be conclude that the teacher used translation as 
her technique in teaching vocabulary. She asked her 
students to translate all of the vocabularies before they 
did their exercise. It would help them to create a good 
sentence before they would be given a chance to speak 
up in front of the class.   
b) Second Meeting 
The results of observation for class VIIC that hold by 
Mrs. Karimah, S.Pd on Monday, October 16
th 
2016, at 
12.40-14.00 can be explained as bellow. At the time, Mrs. 
Karimah S.Pd was teaching shopping list. 
There are 32 students in the classroom when the 
teaching process. Each of students brought their tool or 
equipment to learn, note book, and some of the students 
brought dictionary. The students in the class still looked 
happy and spirit. There was a blackboard, some of pictures 
on the wall, etc. 
1. Opening 
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The class was begun when the bell was ringing. 
The students entered the class then the teacher and 
students already in the class. The first is opening. The 
teacher opened the meeting by saying Good Morning, 
after asked the students conditions. 
For example:  
  Teacher: Good Morning students? 
  Students: Good Morning 
Teacher: How are you today? 
  Students: I’m fine and you? 
  Teacher: I’m fine too. 
 
2. Main Activity 
In this session, the teacher applied three 
developments of student‟s activities based on KTSP 
curriculum; there are Exploration, Elaboration, and 
Confirmation. 
a) Exploration 
In the step exploration, teacher explained 
about shopping list. If the students still confused 
with the material, then the students asked the 
teacher to explain clearly what the shopping list, 
teaching media helps the students for getting 
material easily and clearly. It is used to support the 
teacher in teaching and help the student in accepting 
the material because media can be used the 
variation in teaching learning process. 
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For example: 
   Teacher: What is shopping list? 
Students: daftar belanja miss 
Teacher: yes right 
 
b)  Elaboration 
In the step elaboration, after the teacher had 
finished her explanations, she asked the students 
about the used of shopping list. Then the teacher 
gives some pictures related with shopping activity. 
She explained her students by using pictures. For 
example when they wanted to get some school 
equipment they had to go stationary. The teacher 
gave some pictures related with something in 
stationary such as pencil, book, ruler, eraser, etc. 
The students were very interesting when they had to 
find some vocabulary about shopping list using 
picture.  
After giving explanation and example about 
shopping list, the teacher gave a task to her 
students. She gave some place of shopping centre. 
The students should make shopping list related to 
the topic which were given by the teacher. When 
finished collect in the front and will be done by the 
other and searched means.  
For example:  
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Teacher: Buatlah 10 daftar belanjaan 
tentang belanja sayuran, saya 
kasih kartu dan kerjakan didalam 
kartu yang buguru berikan ya? 
Students: Yes miss 
Teacher: Setelah selesai kumpulkan tugasmu 
dimeja paling depan. Nanti akan 
buguru oplos dan dkerjakan sama 
meja lain, paham belum? 
Students: yes miss I understand. 
Teacher: nanti dkerjakannya mencari 
artinya ya,tadi kan dalam bentuk 
bhs Inggris, sekarang artinya. 
Students: Yes miss 
  
c) Confirmation 
In the step confirmation, the teacher was 
correcting the performance of the students it made 
the students knew how to correct it. After the came 
forward to present their assignment, then the 
teacher corrected. The teacher not only as a 
facilitator to give the students material but also gave 
motivation and advice to the students about mental, 
attitude, and behavior. the teacher had full authority 
to control the environment, the students‟ behavior, 
and all activities in the classroom. The teacher gave 
instruction to the students, students must do it. 
3. Closing 
In the closing, the teacher confirms their 
understanding about the material that has learned. 
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Then, the teacher asked to the students to make 
summary and conclusion about the material that has 
learned if there was no question from the students that 
felt difficult with the material. Before the teacher 
closed the lesson, she gave homework to the students.   
In section, the teachers gave the new material for 
next meeting. The teacher just explained briefly, and 
then students have to develop the material by their own 
way. Before the teacher closed the lesson, she gave 
homework to the students, the teacher give homework 
about this material. 
The last step was closing in class was started with 
reviewing the material of that day. The last one was 
saying hamdalah together and the teacher closed with 
salam  and they cheered together. 
From the explanation above, it can be conclude 
that the teacher used technique of teaching vocabulary 
named using illustrations and pictures. It made the 
students more enjoy during teaching learning process.  
 
3. Techniques Used by the Teacher in Teaching English 
Vocabulary of VIID 
 
a) First Meeting 
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The results of observation for class VIID that hold 
by Mrs. Karimah, S.Pd on Thursday, May 26
th 
2016, at 
12.40-14.00 can be explained as bellow. At the time, Mrs. 
Karimah S.Pd was teaching a good sentence. 
There are 34 students in the classroom when the 
teaching process. Each of students brought their tool or 
equipment to learn, note book, and some of the students 
brought dictionary. The students in the class still looked 
happy and spirit. There was a blackboard, some of pictures 
on the wall, etc. 
1) Opening 
The class was started from the students 
entering the class after the electric sound was 
ringing, then the teacher and students already in the 
class. The first is opening. The teacher opened the 
meeting by saying Good Morning, after asked the 
students conditions. After that, the teacher asked the 
students to start this meeting by saying that cheer of 
the class together. After opening the teacher 
checked the students‟ attendance list, the teacher 
checked the name of the students one by one. 
For example:  
Teacher: I will check the students’ attendances first. 
Bayu Prasetya? 
Students: present miss. 
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The teacher also gives information about the 
based competency or the goal that will be racing 
after learnt this material. It can give a motivation to 
the students before learnt the material about a good 
sentence. 
2) Main activity 
 In this session, the teacher applied three 
developments of student‟s activities based on KTSP 
curriculum; there are Exploration, Elaboration, and 
Confirmation. 
a) Exploration 
In the step exploration, the teacher helped to 
explain the material a good sentence. If the 
students still confused with the material, then the 
students asked the teacher to explain early what 
a good sentence, teaching media helps the 
students for getting material easily and clearly.  
The students should bring their dictionary 
because if they found difficult vocabularies, they 
had to find the meaning in dictionary. By 
understanding the meaning, the students would 
be easier to make good sentence because they 
would know the position of those vocabularies 
morphologically.  
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Example: 
Teacher: kalimat baik dan benar adalah 
kalimat yang dilengkapi SPOK (subjek, 
predikat,object,and keterangan). 
Students: yes miss. 
 
b) Elaboration 
In the step elaboration, after the teacher had 
finished her explanations, she asked the students 
about the used a good sentence, if the students 
had problem about the materials. Than, the 
teacher gets students to do about arrange the 
words of being a good sentence. They could use 
their dictionary to find the vocabularies in each 
sentence. The teacher gave the 15 minutes to 
work. 
  For example:  
 Teacher: susunlah kata-kata berikut 
menjadi kalimat yang baik. 
  Student: yes miss 
Teacher: saya kasih waktu 15 menit, setelah 
selesai saya panggil untuk mengerjakan 
didepan 
 
c) Confirmation 
In the step confirmation, the teacher was 
correcting the performance of the students; it 
made the students knew how to correct it. After 
she came forward to present their assignment, 
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than teacher corrected the grammar. The teacher 
gave a support and motivated them in order to 
make them speak up confidently. The teacher 
not only as a facilitator to give the students 
material but also gave motivation and advice to 
the students about mental, attitude, and 
behavior. The teacher always gave motivation to 
the students every meeting, such as: asked them 
to be confident and have a good attitude. 
3) Closing 
 In the closing, the teacher confirms their 
understanding about the material that has learned. 
Then, the teacher asked to the students to make 
summary and conclusion about the material that has 
learned if there was no question from the students 
that felt difficult with the material. Before the 
teacher closed the lesson, she gave homework to the 
students.   
 In section, the teachers gave the new 
material for next meeting. The teacher just 
explained briefly, and then students have to develop 
the material by their own way. Before the teacher 
closed the lesson, she gave homework to the 
students, the teacher give homework about this 
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material, and next meeting the assignment have to 
present in front of the class. 
 The last step was closing in class was started 
with reviewing the material of that day. The last one 
was saying hamdalah together and the teacher 
closed with salam  and they cheered together. 
 From the explanation above, it can be 
conclude that the teacher used translation as her 
technique in teaching vocabulary. She asked her 
students to translate all of the vocabularies before 
they did their exercise. It would help them to create 
a good sentence before they would be given a 
chance to speak up in front of the class. 
b) Second Meeting 
The results of observation for class VIID that hold 
by Mrs. Karimah, S.Pd on Thursday, May 26
th 
2016, at 
12.40-14.00 can be explained as bellow. At the time, Mrs. 
Karimah S.Pd was teaching shopping list. 
There are 34 students in the classroom when the 
teaching process. Each of students brought their tool or 
equipment to learn, note book, and some of the students 
brought dictionary. The students in the class still looked 
happy and spirit. There was a blackboard, some of 
pictures on the wall, etc. 
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1) Opening 
 The class was begun from the students entering the 
class after the electric sound was ringing, then the 
teacher and students already in the class. The first is 
opening. The teacher opened the meeting by saying 
Good Morning, after asked the students conditions. 
For Example:  
  Teacher: Good Morning students? 
  Students: Good Morning 
  Teacher: How are you today? 
  Students: I’m fine. 
 
2) Main Activity 
 In this session, the teacher applied three 
developments of student‟s activities based on KTSP 
curriculum; there are Exploration, Elaboration, and 
Confirmation. 
a) Exploration 
In the step exploration, the teacher explained 
about shopping list. If the students still confused 
with the material, then the students asked the 
teacher to explain clearly what the shopping list, 
teaching media helps the students for getting 
material easily and clearly. It is used to support the 
teacher in teaching and help the student in accepting 
the material because media can be used the variation 
in teaching learning process. 
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For example: 
  Teacher: What is shopping list? 
Students: daftar belanja miss 
Teacher: yes right, shopping list sangat berguna 
sekali ketika kita akan belanja banyk dan kita buat 
shooping list. Sudah paham apa itu shopping list? 
Students: yes miss I understand 
 
b) Elaboration 
In the step elaboration, after the teacher had 
finished her explanations, she asked the students 
about the used of shopping list. Then the teacher 
gives the card which shopping list and students were 
told to do the only card that the contents of the 
shopping list, then students find the meaning of 
words that exist within the card given the teacher. 
Then if you‟ve finished with me ta call his name to 
work on resident. 
For example:  
Guru: saya panggil acak ya tidak urut 
absen, Dwi Rohmadi,  
Student: yes miss 
Guru: silahkan maju kedepan 
 
 
c) Confirmation 
In the step confirmation, the teacher was 
correcting the performance of the students it made 
the students knew how to correct it. After the came 
forward to present their assignment, then the teacher 
corrected. The teacher not only as a facilitator to 
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give the students material but also gave motivation 
and advice to the students about mental, attitude, 
and behavior. The teacher had full authority to 
control the environment, the students‟ behavior, and 
all activities in the classroom. The teacher gave 
instruction to the students, students must do it. 
3) Closing 
  In the closing, the teacher confirms their 
understanding about the material that has learned. Then, 
the teacher asked to the students to make summary and 
conclusion about the material that has learned if there 
was no question from the students that felt difficult with 
the material. Before the teacher closed the lesson, she 
gave homework to the students.   
  In section, the teachers gave the new 
material for next meeting. The teacher just explained 
briefly, and then students have to develop the material 
by their own way. Before the teacher closed the lesson, 
she gave homework to the students, the teacher give 
homework about this material. 
  The last step was closing in class was started 
with reviewing the material of that day. The last one 
was saying hamdalah together and the teacher closed 
with salam  and they cheered together. 
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  From the activity in teaching learning 
process, the teacher was using flash card as her 
technique in teaching about shopping list. She gave 
some card related to the sopping list and she asked her 
students to understand by finding the meaning of 
vocabularies in those cards.  
 
4. Techniques Used by the Teacher in Teaching English 
Vocabulary of VII G 
a) First meeting 
 The results of observation for class VIIG that hold 
by Mrs. Karimah, S.Pd on Thursday, May 26
th 
2016, at 
12.40-14.00 can be explained as bellow. At the time, Mrs. 
Karimah S.Pd was teaching a good sentence. 
 There are 34 students in the classroom when the 
teaching process. Each of students brought their tool or 
equipment to learn, note book, and some of the students 
brought dictionary. The students in the class still looked 
happy and spirit. There was a blackboard, some of pictures 
on the wall, etc. 
1) Opening 
In the researcher do the research; the class was 
started from the students entering the class after the 
electric sound was ringing, then the teacher and students 
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already in the class. The first is opening. The teacher 
opened the meeting by saying Assalamua’alaikum 
warahmatullahi wabarakatuh, after opening the teacher 
asked read Al-Qur‟an together. 
For example:  
Teacher: Mari kita mulai membaca Al-Quran 
bersama-sama 
 Students: Yes miss 
 Teacher: Mari kita awali dengan bacaan Taawud 
 
After that, the teacher asked the students to start 
this meeting by saying the cheer of the class together. 
After opening the teacher checked the students‟ 
attendance list, the teacher checked the name of the 
students one by one. 
 
2) Main Activity 
 In this session, the teacher applied three 
developments of student‟s activities based on KTSP 
curriculum; there are Exploration, Elaboration, and 
Confirmation. 
a) Exploration 
In the step exploration, the teacher helped to 
explain the material q good sentence. A good 
sentence that contains the elements of the subject, 
predicate, object, and complement. In teaching 
learning process of vocabulary techniques, the 
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students listened when teacher explained the 
material of a good sentence. If the students still 
confused with the material, then the students asked 
the teacher to explain clearly what a good sentence. 
The teacher had full authority to control the 
environment, the student‟s behavior, and all 
activities in the classroom. When finished the 
teacher explained, the teacher gets students to do 
this teacher wrote in a clipboard then do a good 
sentence. 
For example: 
Teacher: Susunlah kata-kata berikut menjadi 
kalimat yang baik 
   Students: Yes miss. 
   Teacher: Do you understand? 
   Students: Yes miss, I understand 
 
b) Elaboration 
In the step elaboration, after the teacher had 
finished he explanations, she asked the students had 
problem about the used of a good sentence, if the 
students had problem about the materials, the 
teacher repeated the explanation. Then the teacher 
gives a text which consist some paragraphs. The 
teacher asked the students to identify whether all of 
sentences in those paragraphs were true or not. If 
the students had difficulties in understanding the 
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meaning, they could find the vocabulary in 
dictionary or internet. They had to identify whether 
those sentence were classified into good sentence or 
not. After finished to do the exercise, they had to 
explain that in front of the class. 
 For example: 
  Teacher: Saya beri waktu 15 menit untuk 
mengerjakan  soalnya, setelah selesai 
mengerjakan saya panggil sesuai nomor 
absennya, setelah saya sebut nomernya 
silahkan maju mengerakan didepan. 
    Students: Yes miss 
  
c) Confirmation 
In the step confirmation, the teacher was 
correcting the performance of the students; it made 
the students knew how to correct it. After the 
students forward notice the teacher justifies the 
work of the students who wrong. After that the 
teacher explained a little about how to make a good 
sentence.  
 
 
For example: 
Teacher: Untuk membuat atau menyusun a 
good sentence itu harus ada unsus SPOK 
nya, tadi saya sudah jelaskan apa itu SPOK. 
Kalian harus hati-hati dalam membuat 
kalimat atau menyusun diperhatikan 
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grammarnya juga harus ada tercantum 
unsusr-unsur SPOK. 
Student: jadi kalau membuat kalimat harus 
ada spok nya yes miss? 
    Teacher: yes right, kaya contohnya tadi. 
    Student: ok miss, 
Teacher: do not answer ok. Answer “yes 
miss”. Ok is impolite answer when you 
speak to teacher. 
   Student: yes miss, I’m sorry 
  
3) Closing  
 In the closing, the teacher confirms their 
understanding about the material that has learned. Then, 
the teacher asked to the students to make summary and 
conclusion about the material that has learned if there 
was no question from the students that felt difficult with 
the material. Before the teacher closed the lesson, she 
gave homework to the students.   
 In section, the teachers gave the new material for 
next meeting. The teacher just explained briefly, and 
then students have to develop the material by their own 
way. Before the teacher closed the lesson, she gave 
homework to the students, the teacher give homework 
about this material, and next meeting the assignment 
have to present in front of the class. 
 The last step was closing in class was started with 
reviewing the material of that day. The last one was 
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saying hamdalah together and the teacher closed with 
salam  and they cheered together. 
 Based on the activity in teaching learning process, 
the researcher concluded that the teacher used 
etymology as the technique of teaching vocabulary. The 
teacher can ask students to look it up in a dictionary or 
other reference books, and or surf on the internet to find 
the difficult meaning of some vocabularies. 
 
b) Second meeting 
 The results of observation for class VIIG that hold 
by Mrs. Karimah, S.Pd on Thursday, May 26
th 
2016, at 
12.40-14.00 can be explained as bellow. At the time, Mrs. 
Karimah S.Pd was teaching shopping list. 
 There are 34 students in the classroom when the 
teaching process. Each of students brought their tool or 
equipment to learn, note book, and some of the students 
brought dictionary. The students in the class still looked 
happy and spirit. There was a blackboard, some of pictures 
on the wall, etc. 
1) Opening 
 In the researcher do the research; the class was 
started from the students entering the class after the 
electric sound was ringing, then the teacher and 
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students already in the class. The first is opening. The 
teacher opened the meeting by saying 
Assalamua’alaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh. 
After that, the teacher asked the students to start this 
meeting by saying the cheer of the class together. 
2) Main Activity 
In this session, the teacher applied three 
developments of student‟s activities based on KTSP 
curriculum; there are Exploration, Elaboration, and 
Confirmation. 
a) Exploration 
In the step exploration, the teacher explained 
about the theme of shopping list. If the students still 
confused with the material, then the students asked 
the teacher to explain clearly what the shopping list, 
teaching media helps the students for getting 
material easily and clearly. It is used to support the 
teacher in teaching and help the student in accepting 
the material because media can be used the variation 
in teaching learning process. 
For example: 
Teacher: The theme of today will discuss about 
shopping list, what was shopping list?? 
  Students: Daftar belanjaan miss 
Teacher: Yes right, Pernahkan kalian belanja 
membuat daftar       belanjaan yang akan dibeli? 
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  Students: pernah miss 
 
b) Elaboration 
In the step elaboration, after the teacher had 
finished her explanations, she asked the students 
about the used of shopping list. Worth of shopping 
list that if we want to go shopping many in order not 
to forget what wants us to buy later. Example we 
want to spend a lot, we have to make shopping list. 
After the teacher explained about shopping list, now 
teacher share the card that the contents of the 
shopping list than look for it means. The teacher 
gave some list of vocabularies about shopping list. 
For example shopping list in the book store, there 
were pencil, book, eraser, sharpener and etc. After 
getting those cards of shopping list, the students had 
to translate those words into Indonesian. It would 
help the students understood about shopping list. 
When they had finished, they had to collect it to the 
teacher. Then teacher check back the memory of 
you about the work that you do just now.  
c) Confirmation 
 In the step confirmation, the teacher was 
correcting the performance of the students it made 
the students knew how to correct it. After the came 
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forward to present their assignment, then the teacher 
corrected. The teacher not only as a facilitator to 
give the students material but also gave motivation 
and advice to the students about mental, attitude, 
and behavior. The teacher had full authority to 
control the environment, the students‟ behavior, and 
all activities in the classroom. The teacher gave 
instruction to the students, students must do it. 
3) Closing 
In the closing, the teacher confirms their 
understanding about the material that has learned. Then, 
the teacher asked to the students to make summary and 
conclusion about the material that has learned if there 
was no question from the students that felt difficult with 
the material. Before the teacher closed the lesson, she 
gave homework to the students.   
In section, the teachers gave the new material for 
next meeting. The teacher just explained briefly, and 
then students have to develop the material by their own 
way. Before the teacher closed the lesson, she gave 
homework to the students, the teacher give homework 
about this material. 
The last step was closing in class was started with 
reviewing the material of that day. The last one was 
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saying hamdalah together and the teacher closed with 
salam  and they cheered together. 
 From the activity in teaching learning process, the 
teacher was using flash card as her technique in 
teaching about shopping list. She gave some card 
related to the sopping list and she asked her students to 
understand by finding the meaning of vocabularies in 
those cards.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Students Response Toward the Used of Teaching Techniques that 
are Used by the Teacher in Teaching English Vocabulary to the 
Seventh Grade Students of SMP N 1 Cepogo Boyolali 
 
The success of the teacher in teaching material can be looked 
from the responses of the students toward the used of the techniques 
that used by the teacher. The responses include that is used by the 
teacher that is how the teacher manages the class to create enjoyed and 
interactive atmosphere in the classroom. To know the students 
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response, the researcher used questioner. The questioner can be seen 
below: 
 
KUISIONER SISWA TENTANG TEKNIK PEMBELAJARAN 
VOCABULARY 
 
No. Pertanyaan SS S TS STS 
1.  Apakah materi yang disampaikan oleh guru 
dapat diterima dengan baik oleh seluruh siswa? 
    
2.  Apakah teknik mengajar vocabulary yang di 
gunakan guru menarik bagi siswa? 
    
3.  Apakah guru sering menggunakan variasi 
media pembelajaran dalam mengajar di kelas? 
    
4.  Apakah seluruh siswa memperhatikan semua 
penjelasan guru?  
    
5.  Apakah teknik yang digunakan oleh guru 
sesuai dengan materi pembelajaran vocabulary? 
    
6.  Apakah media yang digunakan oleh guru sesuai 
dengan materi pembelajaran vocabulary? 
    
7.  Adakah siswa yang tampak bosan dalam proses 
pembelajaran vocabulary? 
    
8.  Adakah siswa yang mengeluh, selama 
pembelajaran berlangsung? 
    
9.  Apakah siswa antusias mengikuti teknik 
pembelajaran vocabulary yang diberikan oleh 
guru? 
    
10.  Apakah siswa menjadi lebih akrab dengan 
guru? 
    
11.  Adakah siswa yang langsung hafal dengan kosa 
kata yang baru yang diberikan oleh guru? 
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12.  Apakah siswa juga memiliki peran aktif dalam 
proses pembelajaran vocabulary? 
    
13.  Apakah masih ada siswa yang mengalami 
kesulitan setelah mengikuti pembelajaran 
vocabulary? 
    
14.  Apakah siswa mengalami kemajuan dalam 
mengerjakan soal setelah kegiatan belajar 
mengajar? 
    
15.  Apakah guru memberikan evaluasi setelah 
proses pembelajaran selesai? 
    
  
Based on the questioner the researcher found that the students 
who are very agree (SS) was 24%, agree (S) was 67%, disagree (TS) 
8%, and very disagree (STS) 1%. From the findings it can be 
concluded that the students response toward teachers technique in 
teaching vocabulary was good because the dominant choice in 
questioner is agree (S). It was 67%. It means that the students had good 
response and enjoyed with teachers techniques during teaching 
learning process. 
 
B. Discussion  
1. The Kinds of Techniques are Used by the Teacher in Teaching 
English Vocabulary of the Seventh Grade Students of SMP N 1 
Cepogo Boyolali in Academic Year 2015/2016 
Based on the data findings about kinds of techniques are 
used by the teacher in teaching English vocabulary of the seventh 
grade students of SMP N 1 Cepogo Boyolali in Academic year 
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2015/2016, the researcher found some techniques used by English 
teacher. The researcher used theory of Brewster, Ellis, and Girard. 
Based on the theory, there are nine techniques in teaching 
vocabularies. There are using object, drawing, using illustration 
and picture, contrast, enumeration, Mime, Expressions and 
Gestures, Guessing from Context, eliciting and translation. Based 
on the observation 14
th
 October until 29 October 2016, the 
researcher found that the teacher used Eliciting, Translation, 
Etymology, Using illustrations and picture, and flash card.  
Eliciting is more motivating and memorable by simply 
giving pupils a list of words to learn. In this technique, teacher 
share the card that the contents of the shopping list than look for it 
means. The teacher gave some list of vocabularies about shopping 
list. 
Etymology is a technique which asked students to look 
difficult vocabulary up in a dictionary or other reference books, 
and or surf on the internet to find its origin. In the observation, the 
teacher asked the students to identify whether all of sentences in 
those paragraphs were true or not. If the students had difficulties in 
understanding the meaning, they could find the vocabulary in 
dictionary or internet. 
Even though translation does not create a need or 
motivation of the learners to think about word meaning (Cameron, 
2001:206), in some situations translation could be effective for 
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teachers. Based on observation, the teacher used translation when 
she gets students to do about arrange the words of being a good 
sentence. They could use their dictionary to find the vocabularies 
in each sentence. 
The teacher also used flash card technique, it can be seen 
when teacher share the card that the contents of the shopping list 
than look for it means. The teacher gave some list of vocabularies 
about shopping list.  
The next technique was using illustration and picture. 
Pictures connect students‟ prior knowledge to a new story, and in 
the process, help them learn new words. There are plenty of 
vocabularies that can be introduced by using illustrations or 
pictures. They are excellent means of making the meaning of 
unknown words clear.The teacher gave some pictures related with 
something in stationary such as pencil, book, ruler, eraser, etc. The 
students were very interesting when they had to find some 
vocabulary about shopping list using picture. 
Based on the finding, the teacher used Eliciting, 
Translation, Etymology, Using illustrations and picture, and flash 
card as her vocabulary teaching techniques. The teacher chooses 
those techniques because those techniques are more appropriate 
with the material that had been learnt that day. The first material is 
shopping list. By using Using illustrations and picture and flash 
card, that material will be easier to be learnt by the student because 
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the teacher shows the object of the material clearly by showing 
picture and illustration. The second material is good sentence. By 
using Eliciting, Translation and Etymology, the teacher will be 
easier to give the material of good sentence because by translating 
and eliciting the students can understand the sentences more and 
can identify whether the sentence is good or not.  
 
2. Students Response Toward the Used of Teaching Techniques that 
are Used by the Teacher in Teaching English Vocabulary to the 
Seventh Grade Students of SMP N 1 Cepogo Boyolali 
The success of the teacher in teaching material can be looked 
from the responses of the students toward the used of the techniques 
that used by the teacher. The responses include that is used by the 
teacher that is how the teacher manages the class to create enjoyed and 
interactive atmosphere in the classroom. To know the students 
response, the researcher used questionnaire. She is friendly to the 
students and likes to make a joke in the middle of teaching learning 
process to refresh the students but she is very distinct. Her methods 
motivate the students to study hard because she can teach clearly and 
easily to understand. 
 
Based on the finding using questioner the researcher found 
that the students who are very agree (SS) was 24%, agree (S) was 67%, 
disagree (TS) 8%, and very disagree (STS) 1%. From the findings it 
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can be concluded that the students response toward teachers technique 
in teaching vocabulary was good because the dominant choice in 
questioner is agree (S). It was 67%. It means that the students had good 
response and enjoyed with teachers techniques during teaching 
learning process. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
A. Conclusion 
The conclusion of this research deals with the answers of the research 
problems based on the research findings and discussion in the chapter IV. In 
this section, the researcher draws the answer about the research problem 
related the used of teaching technique. That was used by teacher in teaching 
English vocabulary at the seventh grade students of SMP N 1 Cepogo 
Boyolali in academic year 2015/2016, and the student‟s response toward the 
used of the technique. 
The first problem statement is about teacher‟s techniques in teaching 
vocabulary at the seventh grade students of  SMP N 1 Cepogo Boyolali. The 
used of Teaching and learning techniques of vocabulary was process of 
giving instruction to the students, guiding the students to gain the knowledge. 
It also can be defined as giving the students opportunity to learn vocabulary 
so that the students knew how to use English vocabulary techniques. 
The teacher used communicative language teaching and used group 
work. The teacher used this technique for students to get opportunities to 
share information and opinion on topics. The teacher used KTSP in teaching 
learning process. The class activities consist of opening the class; main 
activity includes the activities of Exploration, Elaboration, Confirmation, and 
closing. And Evaluations in vocabulary class were done in every day. The 
evaluation could measure the students‟ ability. It always is individually when 
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measuring the students. Based on the observation, the researcher found that 
the teacher used some techniques of teaching vocabulary. There are Eliciting, 
Translation, Etymology, Using illustrations and picture, and flash card.  
The success of the teacher in teaching material can be looked from the 
responses of the students toward the used of the techniques that used by the 
teacher. The responses include that is used by the teacher that is how the 
teacher manages the class to create enjoyed and interactive atmosphere in the 
classroom. To know the students response, the researcher used questioner. 
She is friendly to the students and likes to make a joke in the middle of 
teaching learning process to refresh the students but she is very distinct. Her 
methods motivate the students to study hard because she can teach clearly and 
easily to understand.  
B. Suggestion 
Based on the result of the research stated above, the researcher draws 
some suggestion. The researcher hopes that these suggestions will be useful, 
especially for English teacher, for the students, for the school, and the other 
researcher. They are as follows: 
1. For the English Teacher 
Teaching English is not easy, especially in English Vocabulary. 
Teachers need to find appropriate technique to teach students based on 
the characteristic of the students and curriculum.The teacher should use 
some techniques such us Eliciting, Translation, Etymology, Using 
Illustration and picture and flash card. It makes student interesting and 
enjoy in learning vocabulary. Teacher can play some games to make the 
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students‟ enthusiasm in learning Vocabulary. She also should implement 
the other technique that is interesting and also use the other media.  
2. For the Students 
Learning English Vocabulary is not easy. Students who want to 
expert in English Vocabulary should be understand about a variety of the 
form of Vocabulary. They have to keep learning and exercise in order to 
well in English. 
3. For the School 
The school can be facilitating the teacher in developing the 
technique. So the teacher can improve their technique includes using the 
techniques and media that will be the used to the students.  
4. For the Researcher 
The researcher feels that her research is not perfect yet. The 
researcher hopes that this research can be used reference for the other 
researcher to be a better research.  
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THE BLUEPRINT OF QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
Research Variable Indicators Number Total 
A Study on Vocabulary Teaching 
Techniques at Seventh Grade of 
SMP N 1 Cepogo Boyolali in 
Academic Year 2015/2016. 
An effective teaching have 
to be qualified:  
1. Students’ interest 
toward teaching 
vocabulary techniques. 
 
2. Students’ 
comprehension about 
the material delivered 
in teaching vocabulary 
techniques. 
 
3. Students’ concentration 
in doing teaching 
vocabulary. 
 
4. Teachers’ techniques 
and media in teaching 
vocabulary. 
 
5. Teachers’ evaluation in 
teaching vocabulary. 
 
 
 
2,5,9 
 
 
 
 
1,11,12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4,13.14 
 
 
 
3, 6, 7 
 
 
 
8,10,15 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
3 
Total 15 15 
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RENCANA PELAKSANAAN PEMBELAJARAN 
(RPP) 
 
 
Nama sekolah                : .SMP N 1 Cepogo Boyolali 
Mata Pelajaran : Bahasa Inggris 
Kelas/Semester : VII (Tujuh) / 1 
  Standar Kompetensi : 1. Memahami makna dalam percakapan transaksional dan 
interpersonal sangat sederhana untuk berinteraksi dengan 
lingkungan terdekat. 
Kompetensi Dasar : 1.1  Merespon makna dalam percakapan transaksional (to get 
things done)  dan  interpersonal (bersosialisasi)  yang 
menggunakan ragam bahasa lisan sangat sederhana 
secara akurat, lancar dan berterima untuk berinteraksi 
dengan lingkungan terdekat yang melibatkan tindak tutur, 
menyapa orang yang belum/ sudah dikenal, 
memperkenalkan diri sendiri/ orang lain, dan memerintah 
atau melarang. 
Tema : Personal life 
Aspek/Skill  : Mendengarkan 
Alokasi Waktu  :2 x 40 menit ( 1x pertemuan ) 
 
1. Tujuan Pembelajaran 
Pada akhir pembelajaran, siswa dapat: 
 Menjawab pertanyaan berdasarkan suatu percakapan 
 Melengkapi keterangan pada gambar 
 Merespon pertanyaan 
 Merespon instruksi 
 
 Karakter siswa yang diharapkan :  Dapat dipercaya ( Trustworthines) 
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Rasa hormat dan perhatian ( 
respect ) 
Tekun ( diligence )  
 
 
 
2. Materi Pembelajaran 
1. Communication practice 
2. Recalling and vocabulary 
 
3. Metode Pembelajaran: Communicative language learning 
 
4. Langkah-Langkah Kegiatan 
a. Kegiatan Pendahuluan 
Apersepsi :  
 Tanya jawab mengenai gambar. 
Motivasi : 
 Menjelaskan pentingnya materi yang akan dipelajari berikut kompetensi 
yang harus dikuasi siswa. 
b. Kegiatan Inti 
 Eksplorasi 
Dalam kegiatan eksplorasi, guru: 
 Melibatkan peserta didik mencari informasi yang luas dan dalam 
tentang topik/tema materi yang akan dipelajari dengan 
menerapkan prinsip alam takambang jadi guru dan belajar dari 
aneka sumber; 
 Memperhatikan penggunaan kosa kata dalam membuat kalimat 
yang baik dan benar. 
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 Menggunakan beragam pendekatan pembelajaran, media 
pembelajaran, dan sumber belajar lain; 
 Memfasilitasi terjadinya interaksi antarpeserta didik serta antara 
peserta didik dengan guru, lingkungan, dan sumber belajar lainnya; 
 Melibatkan peserta didik secara aktif dalam setiap kegiatan 
pembelajaran; dan 
 Memfasilitasi peserta didik melakukan percobaan di laboratorium, 
studio, atau lapangan. 
 
 
 Elaborasi 
  Dalam kegiatan elaborasi, guru: 
 Membiasakan peserta didik membaca dan menulis yang beragam 
melalui tugas-tugas tertentu yang bermakna; 
 Memfasilitasi peserta didik melalui pemberian tugas, diskusi, dan 
lain-lain untuk memunculkan gagasan baru baik secara lisan 
maupun tertulis; 
 Memberi kesempatan untuk berpikir, menganalisis, menyelesaikan 
masalah, dan bertindak tanpa rasa takut; 
 Memfasilitasi peserta didik dalam pembelajaran kooperatif dan 
kolaboratif; 
 Memfasilitasi peserta didik berkompetisi secara sehat untuk 
meningkatkan prestasi belajar; 
 Memfasilitasi peserta didik membuat laporan eksplorasi yang 
dilakukan baik lisan maupun tertulis, secara individual maupun 
kelompok; 
 Memfasilitasi peserta didik untuk menyajikan hasil kerja individual 
maupun kelompok; 
 Memfasilitasi peserta didik melakukan pameran, turnamen, festival, 
serta produk yang dihasilkan; 
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 Memfasilitasi peserta didik melakukan kegiatan yang  
menumbuhkan kebanggaan dan rasa percaya diri peserta didik. 
 Konfirmasi 
 Dalam kegiatan konfirmasi, guru: 
   Memberikan umpan balik positif dan penguatan dalam bentuk 
lisan, tulisan, isyarat, maupun hadiah terhadap keberhasilan 
peserta didik, 
 Memberikan konfirmasi terhadap hasil eksplorasi dan elaborasi 
peserta didik melalui berbagai sumber, 
 Memfasilitasi peserta didik melakukan refleksi untuk memperoleh 
pengalaman belajar yang telah dilakukan, 
 Memfasilitasi peserta didik untuk memperoleh pengalaman yang 
bermakna dalam mencapai kompetensi dasar: 
 Berfungsi sebagai narasumber dan fasilitator dalam menjawab 
pertanyaan peserta didik yang menghadapi kesulitan, dengan 
menggunakan bahasa yang baku dan benar; 
 Membantu menyelesaikan masalah; 
 Memberi acuan agar peserta didik dapat melakukan 
pengecekan hasil eksplorasi; 
 Memberi informasi untuk bereksplorasi lebih jauh; 
 Memberikan motivasi kepada peserta didik yang kurang atau 
belum berpartisipasi aktif.  
 Guru bertanya jawab tentang hal-hal yang belum diktahui siswa. 
 Guru bersama siswa bertanya jawab meluruskan kesalahan 
pemahaman, memberikan penguatan  dan penyimpulan. 
 
c. Kegiatan Penutup 
 Dalam kegiatan penutup, guru: 
 bersama-sama dengan peserta didik dan/atau sendiri membuat 
rangkuman/simpulan  pelajaran; 
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 melakukan penilaian dan/atau refleksi terhadap kegiatan yang sudah 
dilaksanakan secara konsisten dan terprogram; 
 memberikan umpan balik terhadap proses dan hasil pembelajaran; 
 merencanakan kegiatan tindak lanjut dalam bentuk pembelajaran 
remedi, program pengayaan, layanan konseling dan/atau 
memberikan tugas baik tugas individual maupun kelompok sesuai 
dengan hasil belajar peserta didik; 
 menyampaikan rencana pembelajaran pada pertemuan berikutnya. 
 
 
Sumber Belajar 
 Buku teks yang relevan  
 Kaset/CD  
 Gambar-gambar yang relevan 
 
Penilaian 
 
Indikator Pencapaian 
Kompetensi 
Teknik 
Penilaian 
Bentuk 
Instrumen 
Instrumen/ Soal 
1. Melengkapi kalimat yang 
rumpang sesuai dengan 
penggunaan kalimat yang 
baik dan benar. 
 
 Unjuk 
kerja 
Pertanyaan 
lisan 
 
 
 
1. Complete with: I, you, we, they, 
he, she, it. 
a. Arry: Are you an actor? 
Dudicov: Yes,…..am. 
b. Tiara: Is Silvester Stalone an 
actor? 
Raharja: Yes,….is. 
c. Mariana: Is Tanty the student 
of SMP 9? 
Ratna: No,……is not…..is the 
student of SMP 6. 
2. Fill in the blanks with ‘is’ or ‘are’. 
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a. That…..a student. 
b. He….the student of SMP 4. 
c. Mr. Chandra…….a pilot. 
 
 
 
 
 
 Instrumen: 
Read those words correctly! 
Listen to the teacher and write the names in the appropriate box! 
 Rubrik Penilaian 
Uraian Skor 
Jawaban benar 
Jawaban kurang tepat 
Jawaban salah 
2 
1 
0 
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KUISIONER SISWA TENTANG TEKNIK PEMBELAJARAN 
VOCABULARY 
 
Nama : 
Kelas : 
No : 
 
 
No. Pertanyaan SS S TS STS 
16.  Apakah materi yang disampaikan oleh guru 
dapat diterima dengan baik oleh seluruh siswa? 
    
17.  Apakah teknik mengajar vocabulary yang di 
gunakan guru menarik bagi siswa? 
    
18.  Apakah guru sering menggunakan variasi 
media pembelajaran dalam mengajar di kelas? 
    
19.  Apakah seluruh siswa memperhatikan semua 
penjelasan guru?  
    
20.  Apakah teknik yang digunakan oleh guru 
sesuai dengan materi pembelajaran vocabulary? 
    
21.  Apakah media yang digunakan oleh guru sesuai 
dengan materi pembelajaran vocabulary? 
    
22.  Adakah siswa yang tampak bosan dalam proses 
pembelajaran vocabulary? 
    
23.  Adakah siswa yang mengeluh, selama 
pembelajaran berlangsung? 
    
24.  Apakah siswa antusias mengikuti teknik 
pembelajaran vocabulary yang diberikan oleh 
guru? 
    
25.  Apakah siswa menjadi lebih akrab dengan 
guru? 
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26.  Adakah siswa yang langsung hafal dengan kosa 
kata yang baru yang diberikan oleh guru? 
    
27.  Apakah siswa juga memiliki peran aktif dalam 
proses pembelajaran vocabulary? 
    
28.  Apakah masih ada siswa yang mengalami 
kesulitan setelah mengikuti pembelajaran 
vocabulary? 
    
29.  Apakah siswa mengalami kemajuan dalam 
mengerjakan soal setelah kegiatan belajar 
mengajar? 
    
30.  Apakah guru memberikan evaluasi setelah 
proses pembelajaran selesai? 
    
 
 
